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1. Introduction

1.1 Since September 2013 I have been Professor of Human Geography, School of Geography, Geology and the Environment, University of Leicester. I was previously Professor of Human Geography and Chair of the Cities Research Group at King’s College London. I am a social scientist and have a PhD in Human Geography (awarded 1995) from the University of Edinburgh. I am an international expert, with over 20 years of research experience, on urban regeneration, gentrification, urban sustainability, urban policy, urban communities and urban public space. I have published six books on processes of gentrification and two books specifically on London. All of these books are underpinned by academic research on topics of direct relevance to my witness statement. In addition, I have particular expertise on council estate regeneration/renewal/gentrification in London, which informed the production of a booklet - The London Tenants Federation, Lees, L, Just Space and SNAG (2014) An Anti-Gentrification Toolkit for Council Tenants in London and an academic paper on the Aylesbury Estate - Lees, L. (2014a) The urban injustices of New Labour’s ‘new urban renewal’: the case of the Aylesbury Estate in London. These two pieces of research were submitted as evidence to the London Assembly’s Housing Committee Investigation into Social Housing Estate Regeneration.

1.2 I am an expert urbanist and a Londoner. I was invited as an expert guest to the first meeting of the Urban Regeneration Committee at the GLA to talk about urban regeneration in London and I have delivered numerous key note speeches in both London and around the globe on ‘urban renaissance’. My current academic focus is on the future of council housing in London in terms of the future social sustainability of London


5 http://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/Volume%203-%20Social%20Housing%20Estate%20Regeneration%20Consultation%20Responses.pdf (Volume 2 Sub-006, Sub-006a, Sub006b)

as a whole (Lees, 2014b)\(^7\). To that end I am currently working on an Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC) funded project ‘Gentrification, Displacement, and the Impacts of Council Estate Renewal in 21st London’ (2017-2020, ES/N015053|1, £615,341), some of this research is embedded in this witness statement.

1.3 I have previously given evidence to two public inquiries (the Heygate Public Inquiry and the first Aylesbury Public Inquiry) and provided expert reports for the GLA’s draft good practice guide to estate regeneration (2017), the draft Housing and Planning Bill (2015), the GLA Planning Committee (2015) on estate regeneration, and the GLA Housing Committee (2014) on the demolition and refurbishment of London’s council estates.

1.4 My evidence speaks to the following two items of the inspector’s pre-inquiry meeting (PIM) list of ‘Tests to be applied to the Compulsory Purchase Order’:

- Whether the purpose for which the land is being acquired fits in with the adopted Local Plan for the area.

- Whether the extent to which the proposed purpose will contribute to the achievement of the promotion or improvement of the economic, social or environmental wellbeing of the area.

1.5 My evidence is contained in this main proof and a separate volume of appendices comprising:

- LL1; maps showing where leaseholders decanted from the Aylesbury Estate have ended up.

- LL2; sample of interviews with displaced leaseholders and leaseholders in the process of being displaced from the Aylesbury Estate (not involved in the public inquiry) from my ESRC research.

2. Whether the purpose for which the land is being acquired fits in with the adopted Local Plan for the area

2.1 I gave evidence at the previous inquiry in October 2015 arguing that the existing community was being split up and displaced. My evidence was rejected largely on the grounds that 50% of tenants were supposedly being re-accommodated within the estate.

“Evidence presented to the inquiry confirms that many existing residents, not only those remaining on the Order Land, value the strong sense of community which is evident throughout the estate. They fear that this sense of community will be lost as a result of the regeneration, particularly if they need to move away from the area. Whilst the existing community will be disrupted, particularly during the early phases of regeneration, the AAAP envisages that about 50% of the existing tenants will be re-accommodated within the estate. This will assist with maintaining the existing sense of community.” (Paragraph 349 of Inspector Coffey’s 29 January 2016 report)

2.2 Inspector Coffey’s findings were based on the AAAP’s assumption that 50% of tenants would be re-housed on the redeveloped estate:

“We will accommodate approximately 50% of existing tenants through the re-provision of homes on site.” (CD2; para 7.2.6; A7.1.9)

2.3 At that time, although I had evidence of displacement numbers and postcodes from Notting Hill Trust, I did not have access to information showing exactly how many
residents were being re-housed in new homes on the estate footprint. I have since managed to obtain this data, via FOI (837399) (LL1), which shows that only about 10% of tenanted residents decanted have been rehoused back within the estate.

2.4 The purpose for which the land is being acquired therefore fails to fit in with the adopted Local Plan for the area which requires 50% of tenants to be rehoused within the estate.

2.5 The Council has to date decanted 1,310 households from the active phases of the Aylesbury Estate regeneration (Phase 1a: 53 households decanted. Site 7: 59 households decanted. Phase 1b/1c: 566 households decanted. Phase 2: 632 households decanted).

2.6 Only 112 former secure tenanted households have been rehoused back on the redeveloped footprint of the Aylesbury Estate, that is about 10% of the tenanted households decanted to date. They were moved to the two new L&Q developments on completed phases 1a and Site 7 (LL1).

2.7 This means that about 1,000 tenanted households have been rehoused in existing council homes elsewhere in the borough or elsewhere. This will have had massive knock on effects, for example, 1,000 families on the Southwark Council waiting list will have been pushed down the list or pushed out of the borough altogether and further information obtained via FOI supports this.

2.8 Southwark came top in the list of UK councils who replied to an FOI request (BBC Radio 5 Live’s afternoon edition 9th Oct 2017) with 1,143 tenanted households relocated out of the borough of Southwark over the past 5 years (LL5).

2.9 In terms of leaseholders, according to FOI (837399) (LL1) by 10th October 2017 Southwark Council had acquired 285 leasehold and freehold properties on the Aylesbury Estate, of which 148 were recorded as being physically resident on the estate. The displacement of those 148 has been mapped from the council’s data (LL1). Only 16 of these have managed to remain in SE17 on or near the footprint of the estate. That is about 11%. Only 6 have been rehoused on the redeveloped phases 1a and site 7.
2.91 Further, I argue that the small number of residents who have been rehoused locally (postcode SE17) have still been dispersed. The SE17 postcode area spans nearly 1.5 miles from the Old Kent Rd to Kennington park. With the exception of the 112 households rehoused on phase 1a/site 7, families who were before living together in the same block(s) on the estate for many years, have not been rehoused together in new blocks the estate, in the phased approach that the AAAP envisaged. I have not been able to map this dispersal as the Acquiring Authority has failed to provide detailed postcode data.

2.92 I was criticised in Inspector Coffey’s report for submitting only “anecdotal evidence to indicate that people were moving out of the area due to necessity rather than choice.” (CD50; para 348).

2.93 I have addressed this issue by providing evidence in appendices (LL2) and (LL3), which are samples of interviews with Aylesbury residents from my independent research funded by ESRC8.

2.94 The research9 findings reported in the 2017 benchmarking report ‘Living on the Aylesbury Estate’ (LL4) echo the findings of my ESRC research.

‘The new feature of demographic change is in the social class and incomes of people living on and around the estate. The areas adjacent to the estate are becoming more affluent, and this trend will increasingly affect the estate itself as the regeneration programme rolls out and more residents pay market prices for their homes. Residents are aware of this and many voice concerns that the neighbourhood, in the future, will not be “for them”’ (LL4, p.38).

2.95 There are psychological impacts to being decanted from one’s long term home and community. Fullilove (1996)10 talks about the psychiatric implications of displacement: how the psychological processes of attachment, familiarity and place are threatened by

---


9 The fact that members of the pro-regeneration Creation Trust’s Community Team carried out some of these interviews, alongside Social Life staff (paid for by the regenerator NHT) introduces bias into the research process, however, despite this the findings echo my own.

displacement, and the problems of disorientation and alienation that ensue. My interviews in LL2 and LL3 demonstrate this well. Indeed, I have spoken to local GPs who have been disturbed by the public health impacts (eg. stress, anxiety, depression, suicide attempts, etc) with respect to the decanting of the Aylesbury (but they felt that they could not input to this inquiry due to patient confidentiality). Keene and Geronimus (2011)\textsuperscript{11} discuss the same uprooting of low income, urban, BME communities as a result of the HOPE VI program of creating new mixed communities on the site of public housing projects in the US (the model on which British estate renewal into mixed income communities is based\textsuperscript{12}), they too raise concern about the health impacts on low income communities that already shoulder significant health burdens. In my interviews, these burdens of caring for ill or disabled relatives are evident, as are the escalation of health issues during decantment (see interview in LL3).

3. Whether the extent to which the proposed purpose will contribute to the achievement of the promotion or improvement of the economic, social or environmental wellbeing of the area.

3.1 The scheme's failure to meet the requirement for 50% of tenants to be rehoused within the estate is having the knock-on effect of putting unforeseen pressure on the Acquiring Authority's housing waiting list. This is reducing its capacity to provide sufficient accommodation for other households in the borough in housing need.

3.2 The press report in (LL5) stemming from an FOI request, shows that 1143 homeless families have been moved out of the borough in the last five years. This is around the same number of tenanted households decanted from the Aylesbury estate to date.

3.3 There has also been a rapid increase in the number of homelessness applications and families housed in B&B accommodation over the past 5 years. Data from Southwark Council’s most up-to-date homelessness data available on its website\textsuperscript{13}

\textsuperscript{13} http://www.2.southwark.gov.uk/downloads/download/4297/review_of_homelessness_in_southwark_2014
shows that between 2012-2014 the number of homeless households in temporary accommodation in Southwark increased from 668 to 898 households (chart 27). The number of statutorily homeless households in temporary accommodation in Southwark increased from 606 in 2012 to 782 in 2014 (chart 13); the African and Carribbean populations disproportionately affected (see chart 7).

3.4 The extra cost to the Acquiring Authority associated with B&B accommodation has led to a five-fold increase in its spend on temporary housing over the last five years. (LL7)

3.5 I submit that there is a causal link between the scheme’s failure to meet the AAAP requirement of rehousing 50% of tenants within the estate and the increase in the number of households in temporary accommodation and being rehoused outside the borough.

3.6 By failing to conform with the AAAP’s requirement of rehousing 50% of tenants in new homes on the estate, the scheme is adding to the pressure on the Council’s housing waiting list and shortage of available council housing. The knock-on effect of this is that the scheme is displacing the existing low income community, with particular impacts on the BME population, which is disproportionately over-represented on the Council’s housing waiting list.

3.7 The scheme as implemented is therefore having a negative economic and social impact on the well-being of the borough and its residents, and the order should not be confirmed.

4. The scheme fails to comply with the Area Action Plan’s tenure distribution requirements

4.1 Policy BH3 (Tenure Mix) of the Aylesbury Area Action Plan says:

‘To help ensure that the new neighbourhood contributes to community cohesion, all new homes should be tenure blind i.e. it should not be possible to distinguish between
affordable and private homes from their external appearance’ (Paragraph 3.3.7).

‘All developments blocks should seek to provide the tenure mix which is appropriate for the proposals site in which the block is located, as set out in policy BH3, unless it can be demonstrated that this is not possible through an open-book financial appraisal’ (Paragraph 3.3.8).

4.2 This accords with Policy P13, Paragraph 1.4 of the New Southwark Plan which requires development to be ‘tenure blind’ and the London Plan (Housing SPG) which requires that ‘schemes should be designed to maximise tenure integration’ (Paragraph 1.3.18).

4.3 However, the tenure diagram (LL6) and accommodation schedule (JF28) for the proposed FDS planning consent shows that at least ten of the new blocks proposed on the order land will be entirely single tenure (see para 84 of Mr Lee’s evidence for details).

4.4 Further, the two tallest blocks overlooking Burgess park (blocks 4A and 5A) are entirely private tenure, while the ‘affordable’ units are predominantly located in the low-rise blocks in the shadow of the tall blocks.

4.5 The Design Addendum for the S73 application (LL6) also shows that the previous consented planning application proposed a third tall block (block 6A) overlooking the park, which was to be social rented tenure. However, the proposed S73 amendments to the planning application will see this tenure swapped for entirely private and shared ownership flats. There will now be no social rented units in any of the three tower blocks overlooking the park.

5. Phase 1a tenure distribution

5.1 The same failure to comply with the AAAP’s tenure distribution appears to have occurred in the adjacent completed phase 1a scheme.

5.2 This is block D3 of the redeveloped phase 1a of the scheme. The schedule of accommodation delivered on this phase (RN20) shows that it comprises a total of 29 flats, all of which are private – there is not one single affordable unit of any kind:
5.3 It comes as little surprise that the 2017 benchmarking survey (LL4) found that residents in this phase had experienced an: ‘increased polarisation around class’ and that “in the new L&Q homes, different tenures are generally grouped together within blocks. This is different to the rest of the estate, where leaseholder flats are distributed randomly as a consequence of individual tenants’ decisions to exercise their right to buy. L&Q residents reported less mixing across tenures.”

5.4 I understand from Anna Minton’s evidence (paras 4.6 & 4.7) that a similar failure to comply with tenure distribution requirements has occurred on the other completed phase of the scheme, site 7, where there is not one single block where residents of different tenures share an entrance or lobby.

5.5 I was criticised in the previous CPO inspector’s report for trying to ‘drive a coach and horses’ through established mixed communities policy:
'The NPPF, the London Plan and the AAAP seek to secure the creation of mixed communities. On behalf of the objectors, Professor Lees acknowledged that the mixed communities policy has long underpinned the regeneration of the Aylesbury Estate. Her position, namely that such policies produce gentrification and the displacement of public housing tenants, is one of fundamental opposition to national and regional and local planning policy.

To reject a CPO on the basis of the social policy position taken by Professor Lees, one of self-avowed opposition to that planning framework, would be to drive a coach and horses through the established approach to planning CPOs’ (Paragraphs 71-72).

5.6 But this completely misses the point; of course social mixity/mixed communities are a good thing for society, but my whole point is that the scheme underlying the order fails to comply with mixed communities policy and objectives; i.e. an already mixed community is being broken up on the premise of creating a more mixed community but that this is failing (and creating gentrification and new forms of social segregation – ‘gentrification by stealth’ cr. Bridge et al, 2012) because the scheme underlying the order fails to comply with policy requirements on tenure distribution.

5.7 In summary, evidence has shown that the scheme as implemented is failing to comply with one of the AAAP’s core objectives, that of creating a more mixed community. It is having a negative social impact, not only on those being displaced but also on those in housing need on the Acquiring Authority’s housing waiting list. The well-being test clearly remains unsatisfied and therefore the order should not be confirmed.
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Appendix LL1
Appendix LL1; maps showing where leaseholders from the Aylesbury Estate have ended up. Data provided via foi from Southwark Council.

Displacement from the Aylesbury in Greater London
Displacement from the Aylesbury in and beyond Greater London
Re: Your request for information: 837399

Thank you for your request for information that was received on 23 September 2017 in which you requested:

The Council has to date decanted 1310 households from the active phases of the Aylesbury estate regeneration as follows:

Phase 1a: 53 households decanted  
Site 7: 59 households decanted  
Phase 1b/1c: 566 households decanted  
Phase 2: 632 households decanted

Please provide me with the following information:

1. Details of where decanted secure tenants have moved to (by postcode).
2. Details of where decanted leaseholders have moved to (by postcode).
3. How many decanted secure tenants have been rehoused on the redeveloped phases 1a and site 7?
4. How many decanted leaseholders have been rehoused on the redeveloped phases 1a and site 7?

Your request has been dealt with under the Freedom of Information Act 2000.

In response to it, we are able to provide the following information:

1. Details of where decanted secure tenants have moved to (by postcode).

Please see the attached documents which shows where tenants on Phase 1b/1c and Phase 2 of the regeneration have been rehoused.

2. Details of where decanted leaseholders have moved to (by postcode).
To 10 October 2017 the council has acquired 285 leasehold and freehold properties on the Aylesbury estate, of which 148 of those were recorded as being resident on the estate. Of those 148 interests the council holds the following information:

Postcode Numbers of homeowners moved
SE17 16
SE5 8
SE15 8
SE16 6
SE1 1
SE23 1
SE2 1
SE28 1
SE9 2
B94 1
BR1 1
BR5 1
BR6 1
BR7 2
BR8 1
CR4 1
CR5 1
CT3 1
CT9 2
DA12 1
DA5 1
DA7 1
DA8 2
DA14 1
E5 1
E9 1
E15 1
EN5 1
GL2 1
IG11 1
IG4 1
KT4 1
3. How many decanted secure tenants have been rehoused on the redeveloped phases 1a and site 7?

112 former Aylesbury tenants currently live in the new L&Q developments on Phase 1a and Site 7.

4. How many decanted leaseholders have been rehoused on the redeveloped phases 1a and site 7?

Six

You are free to use the information provided for your own purposes, including any non-commercial research you are doing and for the purposes of news reporting. Any other re-use, for example commercial publication, requires the permission of the copyright holder. You may apply for permission to re-use this information by submitting a request to
Southwark Borough Council request email]; you can find details on these arrangements at
http://www.southwark.gov.uk/YourCouncil/...
Detailed advice about the Reuse of Public Sector Information Regulations (PSI) 2005 is available from the Office of Public Sector Information at:

If you have any queries or concerns then please contact us using the above details.


Yours faithfully,

Martyna Plewniak
Systems Information Project Officer
[mailto:email address]
Appendix LL2; sample of ESRC project interviews with displaced leaseholders and leaseholders in the process of being displaced from the Aylesbury Estate (not involved in the public inquiry)
INTERVIEW (Oct 2017) WITH LEASEHOLDER DECANTED TO CAMBERWELL FIELDS

Interviewee L1, self-employed, had lived on the Aylesbury for over 20 years, 10 years as a council tenant and 10 years as a leaseholder. Took council buy out of her property. Did not want to leave the Aylesbury but was not coping with the stress of the CPO.

A: To be honest, I wasn’t coping.

Q: Can you explain a bit more about that? You weren’t coping with the work?

A: Difficult world to live.

Q: Okay.

A: It was an accumulation. It was over so many years. I mean I'm a painter. I'm used to being self-employed and working things out for myself. I couldn't work anything out. I couldn't get off the estate. I couldn't move. The surveyor wasn’t speaking to my surveyor. So, nothing was going forward...constant stress...Not knowing what to do or where to go.

Q: You're a self-employed painter. What kind of impacts has it had on your work?

A: I haven't been able to work...Yes, I've got depression unfortunately...

Q: Do you still go back to those doctors?

A: Yes, for treatment.

Q: What have they said about the treatment?

A: They're very good. They treat a lot of people in the Aylesbury suffering from these problems. It's the CBT.

Q: Oh dear! In terms of where you've moved to now, what do you miss from the Aylesbury?

A: I did enjoy living there. I could work where I lived. I can't work here...The layout is very different...It's not possible to have a working area...I didn't buy it [the flat] for an investment or anything. I just looked at it as stability.

Q: Can you articulate a bit more about these feelings, like these kinds of emotions around what's happened?
A: It’s with retrospect thinking I’d bought it as a security and I was in a most insecure position and not knowing how to get out of the situation I was in...Not so much trapped, as ... I failed everything... I was approaching 60 and hadn't managed to look after myself. Then it just snowballed into this. It was like every decision you had made in your life was wrong.

A: I think you're just feeling like you haven't made a success of your life, you can't afford to look after yourself, and just the accumulation. It didn't matter what I did. I mean I knew everything is about perspective. It's trying to change my perspective on things and work out what to do and I couldn't work out anything. Everything I was told was just a lie that I'd be looked after and secure and ... [voice overlap].

Q: The council told you this verbally or by letters?

A: Well, I was certain ... when this became apparent in 2000 that they were going to proceed with the demolition and then they had the vote, but the council still decided they were going to proceed with the demolition. I'm very involved with the New Deal for Communities, and went to all meetings and listened to all the rhetoric. But it turned out to be nothing.

Q: Initially, were you supportive of the scheme?

A: No.

Q: Did you voice your concerns about the scheme?

A: When I was on NGC, we had the right to buy booklets which made it clearly and that changed, everything that was in there... the council go oh no, that's an old one, that doesn't count anymore. I just think it's such a mess.

Q: How long has that taken to feel better?

A: Almost 3 years since I went for help.

Q: That was a long time. Have you been able to talk to any of the people in the same situation?

A: Not really... it just brings it all back. I just feel we're not going down that again.

Q: I can see that. Because I was in the first public inquiry and the people who were out giving their evidence were just in tears, and I just found it incredibly upsetting.
A: It was awful... I sat down and looked at them, all those council stuff, and the barrister and all the ... but I thought I'm paying for them. And then for that barrister to turn around and say well, go to the high court. If we can't afford this, and we can't afford a barrister to represent ourselves, how on earth can we go to the high court. It was just unbelievable...She didn't ask any questions. She just belittled people. The council just seems to be ... like they treat people how they want. I suppose they've got away with it for so long. That's their ethos. But they could just rubbish people and get away with it.

Q: If you were given the option of moving back onto the estate now, you'd say no anyway, wouldn't you?

A: Most likely. I wouldn't want to be a council tenant again. You have no rights at all.

Q: But if you got to move back as a leaseholder?

A: In any form!

Q: Yes. You wouldn't want to move back.

A: I know housing associations have their problems. But I just hate the council so much.

She also talked of the threats that forced her to give in and leave:

A: I paid a parking ticket fine. They hadn't credited it to my account, but they cashed it and sent the bailiff around saying that I owed them this money. It's just one thing after another. One thing after another.

Q: Feeling like you're threatened basically.

A: All the time.

Q: Can you give me another example? That's interesting. Other people have said the same thing. They felt like the council was threatening them in different ways to try and push them out.

A: They're such a lot. I mean parking fine. We used to get sent the parking permit. One particular year, I didn't get sent it. This was at the very beginning of all the problems. I didn't get sent it. I thought oh, it must be July and not June...So, I contested this. It's a tribunal. Paid what I had to pay. Then I got this bailiff come around. Another thing was the ... I mean I don't understand how they can cash cheque and not find it anywhere. I really can't understand that.
Q: No, I don’t get that. Normally bailiffs have access to that information as well. So, if you've paid, they kind of know.

A: Other people moved out. Short let tenants were moved in. I got flooded every other night at 1, 2 O’clock in the morning. The heating would go off regularly. Suddenly, they had to shut it down for maintenance checks every month. Hot water would go off, heating would go off at all times. Always went off at Christmas.

Q: You think that this was definitely new? So, before that, these kinds of things didn't happen?

A: I don’t know if it went off at Christmas prior to all this because I didn't spend every Christmas there. This became a regular occurrence, the heating and the hot water stuff. One day, they came up and said that we can't do anything, we can't find the key. I mean they do this and that. It would be a load of rubbish about why something can or cannot be done. It was just hundreds of things like that on and on.

A: Brilliant tactics. Make you uncomfortable as possible. They're paying all this money out...I was on the phone to my sisters and I'm looking out here and they're laying new pipes. There weren't many people left in the building at that point.

Q: That I don’t understand.

A: I was paying £5000 a year!

Q: I'm also interested in how people mentally move on from this situation? CBT has really helped?

A: It has helped. I mean it had a knock-on effect, which I didn't realise. I thought I've done the CBT...I have grade 2 anxiety. I never used to be like this. I have no concentration. Haven't read a book in 3 years... I've coped with lots of things. I'm out of it.

Q: You're out the other end. If you were to speak to the council and tell them what you feel, what do you think you would say to them?

A: Change their whole policy. If they want to keep on with these regeneration schemes, they've got to treat people better. People have rights. Everywhere. Not just in Southwark.
Interviewee A1, a black African leaseholder (age 50-59), in employment, had lived on the Aylesbury since 1994, leaseholder since 2000.

A: I have been having several phone calls and an e-mail from the regeneration team. Suddenly they have become very, very active - they haven't been in the last year or two. And they’re asking me about my future plans for whether I'm going to remain here or what my plans are. And I said: ‘At the moment I am not happy with what the council is offering and feel like we are being robbed here and I feel like my property compared to what is going on around us which is new flats being raised just right beside us, I feel like my property is worth between £400 and £500,000’. And because my daughter has just started secondary school I'm not prepared to move now. And if anything I'm not interested because she said ‘Oh we can help you purchase a council property’ and I said I'm not interested. If I was to move out .... I can't afford anything in London.

Q: And this must be quite a problem that your neighbours face as well, am I right?

A: Yes, most, some of the leaseholders have just given up. One of my neighbours has just given up and in so doing the council I think they bought a property back for £140,000. Three bedrooms, £140,000 and this was about at least 4 to 5 years ago. So I decided I was going to stay put and then a few months after them buying the property back off them at that price they had an outcome of the tribunal case or whatever and immediately the properties went up to about £220,000. So they have literally robbed her of £70,000 in just a matter of months. She was on the eighth floor in my block in Wendover.

And they took us to come and have a look at some properties just behind Burgess Park because they are encouraging us to say: ‘Oh you can use the money you get from the council to buy this’. What they want us to do is take all the money we get from the sale of our property to give it, use all of that to purchase one of their properties, the Notting Hill Trust properties behind Burgess Park. And we went to have a look at them and what they said to us was, ‘Oh council tenants are allowed to own cars and have parking but leaseholders will have to have a car pool scheme’. There is no parking for us. We will have to have a car pool scheme whereby we pay, maybe once a week maybe you will have the car and maybe another leaseholder will have the car and I thought, this is ridiculous. So we who are paying don't get any parking spaces but then the tenants who are just paying rents are entitled to parking? I thought this is so ridiculous. And the place was nice but apart from the outer shell which is bricks, but everything inside is partition walls. And it is not value for money for us at all. And they said ‘Oh the benefit is you don't pay ground rent you just pay, but it is as if you are trying to coax us to buy... They sent us documents for Harvard Gardens a four bedroom is 700 odd thousand pounds. And you want to buy our place the two something?
How much percentage? And they want to determine how much percentage we buy. So they, what are, they want us to use the maximum amount that we get from the council to invest in their properties. So the question is, what is their cut? Southwark Council are benefiting somehow from this. They're trying to get us to buy these properties which you can pay a lifetime and you won't finish paying for it. They get us out and then it is torn down and they have the developers come and have and then they sold them for almost £800,000.

**Q:** So how long ago was it that you first found out that there might be redevelopment on the Aylesbury?

**A:** I can't remember the exact date but it has been going on a while, I think it must have been about seven years ago because it started off down in the Bradman area. So they started tearing down a few flats down there... They did notify us of plans to develop the area and so they had a timetable of when the likely event would take place. So they kept shifting the date back so with us this year was supposed to be the year that we would have to move out but now it seems it's going to be 2018 / 2019. So when the regeneration team call me, called me the other day, the man I first spoke to said, 'You have to move out by the end of this year' and I said 'That is ridiculous'. Do you understand? So he's thinking he can force me so I said I am staying put I'm not going. What are they going to do if I'm the last person in? ... It is really awful. And some have literally, I think some older residents who were leaseholders have reluctantly moved out because they are panicking and they are more scared than anything about what would happen to them, and it, they put a lot of fear in people.

**Q:** So when you first found out, was there, did you know that they were going to demolish it and move you out? Did you think you might see improvement on the estate?

**A:** We thought that, I think what they did say was that initially, which felt encouraging, was that we could move off the property but then there would be an option to come back here years after once they had built and finished and refurbished the flats. But now it does not seem like that option is available. Because initially they told us and I think that is why people I think had that in mind, 'Okay maybe I'm just moving temporarily somewhere, and they said I can come back and buy this place back', or whatever it is, if you would have maybe first pick and they would actually leave that option open. But that does not seem like that is the case anymore it really doesn't... not at all.
Q: And roughly when did it kind of dawn on everyone that you guys were not going to be able to move back and that you would lose your homes forever?

A: I think we noticed that they were- actually the prices at which they were selling the properties would make it impossible for anyone to move back. Because initially they said, ‘Oh it is mixed housing, a bit of council and a bit of affordable, and now all the way from Elephant and Castle you have Lendlease, which have taken over all the way down and no one can afford- even I think there are some apartments over near the church around the corner and they are selling for most of them have been bought by maybe Chinese families who do not even live in this country. So the prices which they are selling them, even if you wanted to you couldn't afford it.

Q: And you mentioned before that your daughter has just started secondary school.

A: Yes she will start in a few weeks time.

Q: And so that is another reason to stay?

A: That is another reason for me to stay, at least for the next few years, the reason being is that she has to get used to her community. If I decide, ‘Oh well, I'm going to take the money and I'm going outside’, that is extra cost in terms of travel, in terms of her journey that- me finding a new school for her. And it is just too much to think about and too much to take into account. And they are not listening - it seems as if they are just thinking, ‘Oh we will help you, we will help you find a new place’, and the council has properties that- what they do is they want you to go over there because they have written to me again and they told me that the dates are available and they can carry out the financial assessments we have to declare everything. All of your bank statements and everything and they will decide whether you are entitled to purchase council property back. One of our neighbours did that, he is now on Naylor Road and he is in a place where there is no lift. Because he wanted to stay in the area the flat he has got is not worth it. It is not worth it. And I think he had to use all the money he got from the council to buy it. And it is really not worth the money. But because he wanted to be in the area he was forced to do that to keep his family and his community and schools and for continuity basically.

Q: So you would theoretically consider leaving Southwark?

A: I would consider it because at the moment what can I afford a Southwark? I can't afford anything.
Q: So you would leave Southwark not because you want to leave Southwark, because you can't afford Southwark?

A: Yes, well I can't afford Southwark because I wouldn't want to go and buy a 5% or 10% worth of a £700,000 property, which I would never finish paying for and there were so many clauses of buying these properties from Notting Hill Trust or rental because what it was was that, what they were saying was that, if you want to sell you would have to sell it back to them. And your children cannot inherit, and you cannot rent it out... And so there are so many clauses so even if you did buy it from them it is as if you don't really own it. Because what if something should happen, what happens to my daughter then? Because it is a case whereby it is not necessarily passed on to your next of kin or anything like that. So how does it benefit me? It benefits the council, it benefits the developer because they get the money the council has given me which is nothing. So obviously I cannot afford a place here in Southwark. The money would have to take me elsewhere outside of Southwark or London. And ideally, yes, I wish I could remain in Southwark but with what they are offering us?

Q: And if the worst happens and you do lose your property what do you think would be the biggest losses in having to leave Southwark?

A: I think that the biggest losses would be, it would affect me greatly in terms of my day-to-day. Because I'm used to this place, I like this place, I like going to the market, I like the facilities, I like coming to this [Burgess] park. So obviously it is a disruption to my family life as well. I might not have immediate family here, but I have friends here who I consider my family as well. We have known each other for years, my daughter's friends and all of that.

So that would be a loss to us because once we move what is the likelihood of us coming back to visit? How often can we come and visit? And obviously it's going to cost money and there is a lot to think about. Now, at the moment I am on a very good mortgage whereby I am just paying a bit - I am a variable rate, because I was on a fixed rate, because initially when I got my mortgage back in 2005 I was on a variable and basically what I'm paying now it may be just 1% above the base rate. So what it is, it has favoured me with this economic outturn we're not paying so much. But the- me having to move to take on another mortgage, I might not have that and my bank might not take- let me extend that and transfer that mortgage onto a new one. They might decide, now you have two, so how does that- so I am losing out on that as well, so there are so many things take into consideration.
Q: So you might not have thought about it, but hypothetically where outside of London do you think you might potentially move to?

A: I don't even know. And that is the thing because at the moment I'm not driving so I would have to learn. I used to drive, and issues with parking and congestion charge and all of that. I would have to drive- take up driving again and I haven't really thought carefully about, because wherever I need to move to has to be- had to consider the community of my daughter myself. So there is too much for me to think about right now to want to just up and go.

INTERVIEW (Aug 2017) WITH LEASEHOLDER FACING DECANTMENT

Interviewee A2, a black African leaseholder (age 50-59), in employment, had lived on the Aylesbury since 1994, leaseholder since 2000.

A: We don't want the new ones they are too expensive. A studio flat there is £428,000. And the council is offering me £255,000 for my three-bedroom, 17 x 15 living room, 70 x 12 bedroom and the other smaller ones are more than 12 ft. So yeah, so why are you giving me £255,000 and they say it is concrete. And if you want the land we have three floors there right? You want the land, you are going to be building 12 floors and we have seen all of the plans already. So the land is worth more and if my flat is £255,000 x12 that is a lot of money. And that is the barest minimum. If I had one bedroom or studio flat then we know the playground and the car park where our kids used to play is about 200 flats built there now behind the market. And a three bedroom is £850,000. By the time they knock mine down and build there let's call it a three-bedroom £1 million so 1,000,000 times 12 flats is £12 million and you want to pay me £200,000? Why?! I'm getting upset now, sorry but this is the way the council is dealing with us. You understand? So it is really upsetting.

Q: And so you have young children?

A: … the youngest one is still at home. The fourth one, he’s at Norwich University but he comes home a lot. He's going to finish next June and then obviously he's going to come home isn't it?

Q: Okay. And they went to school around here and everything as well?
A: Everybody walks to school and in 5 min. St Martin’s, Surrey Square and then the secondary school is a bit further afield but, and then university they go out. But they grew up here and all of their friends are here. It is crazy isn't it. It's a real shame we don't know what to do.

Q: Is it more of an investment for some people, rather than for a family home?

A: Yeah I think, I've bought my property, I can live with my children and if there is equity in it in the future I can also enjoy that equity. But if they take me out now and they put even all of my £255,000 into a new property at my age now, I'm not going to get a mortgage because I'm 55. Who is going to give me a mortgage now? And my business is not doing lots and my account is not brilliant, because all I am doing is subsistence.

The business (in East Street Market) is suffering because our customers were here before, who were our friends, a community. They have dismantled that - they have sent some people far, far, far away. So because of that the market is dead. You cannot get these people in any more, even though most were on income support and all sorts, they spent their money here in the markets. And now the people in this area coming into this area they go outside. So the market is gone. They go to Borough Market.

Q: So can you explain what you mean by that, why would they go to Borough Market?

A: Because they are, because they are not us. They are not like us. This place was looked down upon before when we moved in and nobody wanted to come here. But people who stayed here made this place what it is today. We could have gone as well. We might not have even had the chance to go so we stayed and we made it what it is today. The sad thing is now the government and the people who are coming, the people who are making the rules they don't live here. They have nothing to do with this area and all they want is the money from this place. It is so close to everything you see? So that is what is painful and our children grow up here. Some of our neighbours children were killed in here - they were stabbed, you name it, addiction you name it - everything happens here. But some of us we stayed here, and we were hoping for the best. And now the best is here and they want to throw us out. And I am not going, and unless they carry me in my coffin and I am not moving. My children want to stay here, so this is where we are going to stay.

Q: And you don't have to answer this of course but how do you think the new people, in what ways would you say the new people moving in would be different?
A: They have money to start with. And they come from wherever rich backgrounds or foreign abroad and majority of them are foreigners. They come from abroad have the money. The Russians are buying here, can you imagine!?

Q: So are they buying to live? Or just to invest?

A: Invest. Most of them are investments

Q: But what about the people who are coming to live?

A: The people who are coming and living here also can afford to pay the amount that they are charging, so people like us cannot.

Q: And, just checking you’ve answered a lot of my questions already. So have you had any other support from in the local area from the local MPs or councillors or anything like that?

A: Only Javid was on our side, the Communities Minister, when he said that the CPO should stop on humanitarian grounds. Yes Javid is a Conservative, yeah well he has a bit of sense.

They know very well that our property is not even getting half the price of the new property that they want to give us and say take your money and go to Margate or Ramsgate or go to Leeds, or Scarborough. ... They rehoused some of the tenants just to free up the good space and they took them to Ipswich or to Birmingham or to Newcastle or Yorkshire and they are all back here in temporary accommodation and they are paying for it.

Q: So, oh right, so they moved away from London and then have come back to London?

A: The ones we know they have all come back because their kids are growing up and they move you to Newcastle and you don't have no friends there. The kids are not Mancunians, they can't speak the language or whatever, the accent whatever. They stay three months, they start crying, they want to see their friends and they have no friends there and so what would you do as a mother? You start crying your eyes out and they go to school - they think it’s bad here, it’s worse up there - it will stop- the kids are not performing and you pack your bags and come back. **** and her children, Ipswich, she is back. She was coming, one month there, one month there, and up in Colchester and she’s back in London.
They go, do that, and everybody came back, once they’re coming back they still fall back on Southwark because they used to be Southwark tenants and so Southwark puts them in a temporary accommodation place. They found them a place and when they’re in the new place all they have to do, people paying to displace them now have to put them in temporary accommodation and you pay the accommodation, and in a hotel, how much does that cost overnight? So that is the sense that Southwark has got.

INTERVIEW (Sept 2017) WITH LEASEHOLDER FACING DECANTMENT


Q: So, you said you became a leaseholder in 2007?

A: Yeah... no, 2004

Q: Sorry, 2004. You became a leaseholder in 2004 - do you know roughly how many years after becoming a leaseholder you started to hear that you may have to leave the home that you had bought, that you had had paid for?

A: ...when we were going to a meeting, lots of meetings. But I can't know exactly the year, and they were telling us they are coming to regenerate here, and they said it was like-for-like. And they said, even that if we buy the house they would pay you, and they would also give you a council flat to stay in. That was what they were saying that was there at the beginning.

Q: I see, I see

A: And as time goes on, we could see that, all that they were saying, things were changing, things are changing and, to shared equity and shared ownership. Which, they said they would have to assess us, and when they assess us then the band we are in or whatever, we would be bidding for house or whatever.
And we would have to go to buy, would buy our house, and then ... either we would buy a council house, or we would have to go and buy our own house, it depends. But as we, like this place, the way when you live somewhere ... if you live there for a long time, and we have raised all the children in here... Therefore, we choose here to be our future place.

There was a time that I was thinking, all the time, what is going to happen? I cannot be bothered any more...That is what I think... So, they assess us, and when they assess us they give us £260,000, plus moving costs, and other things.

**Q:** £260,000?

**A:** Yes, plus moving costs and others. But once you take that money to go to the market you can't get anything. You can't get anything.

**Q:** Three bedrooms? So you cannot get three bedrooms with that money then?

**A:** No. You can't get, so one day they sent us that, and the other houses they offer - we didn't like it. We said like-for-like in all of this, so why this now? So, we just sat down, waiting to hear what will happen, and we hear that the first phase has taken them to court and the case is ongoing. So, they was going to get a, this... compulsory purchasing order, to move us out of the house and do what they like. So, we just, we are going to meetings upon meetings, upon meetings, then it was last week that a lady called and said, that ‘Whatever it is we don't have decided before the fall’, they were threatening and saying if we don't sign this that... this other lady said, ‘You can come and try to fill a form and make sure that we are communicating with you, and if anything better comes your way, you have to take it. If nothing comes your way, we are with you and that, you are registered so your application is there, so that we won't be left behind, because he has seen a lot of people, and when the regeneration comes and they are the last, it is not good.’ The end is not good, and he don't want it to happen to us, so he has given us a form to fill and bring it back and see if we can get thing here and start bidding on... their system. So this is what we have got to consider now.

**Q:** Is there a price for the property that you have in your mind that you would feel you could accept from the council?

**A:** Well, at the moment... I am staying in my house, and I do not want to move. Who wants to move me? So, if you want to move me, you cannot say that ‘I am moving you to this place’ which is not comfortable for me. I like it here! I don't want anybody to take this from me, I don't want...
problems with anybody. But if you want to take it, you have to see me... don't just sit down and do everything yourself, and come and put it to me. Because I'm a human being too, and I know why I bought this house! They didn't ask me to buy the house, I went to them and I said I want to buy it. They were selling it, and I bought it. So, my opinion should count as well. Not that they sit down and plan everything they like - shared ownership, shared equity, and also they said affordable housing. Most of the affordable houses is rubbish. You go in there, a lot of people are having a lot of problems when they say affordable. And even it's not affordable. Can you tell me the price of affordable house?

When you are finished your mortgage everything should be off that no one should own a share of your house. If the house belongs to you you can do whatever with it. But shared ownership and shared equity, you cannot rent the house, you cannot do nothing with it. So if you are a pensioner and you need some money, and one room is free for somebody to rent you cannot even do that. So you sell something to me and tell me how to run it? It is not possible and I do not feel that happy at all, because my interest was to make sure that at the end of my pension I can do what I like. If I am sitting in my house, and if you're paying rent it is a lot of hell. If you're sitting in my house and I'm not paying rent then when I die my children take over.

But shared equity they said when you die, your children cannot take over until finished paying the mortgage off. Why do they go and sit down, and make these decisions without even consulting us? That is what is going to happen. So no one is happy. It is only those people who've got the money to regenerate the place, they are happy. We are not.

INTERVIEW (Oct 2017) WITH LEASEHOLDER FACING DECANTMENT

*Interviewee A5, Black-African (age 55-59), in employment, leaseholder, has lived on the Aylesbury since 1997.*

A: I was hurt, and it was painful to me because in the beginning they said when they move, you if you are a leaseholder, it is like-for-like. They move you to another house, and you start paying your mortgage. When they came they change their mind, and shared equity or shared ownership. And we don't like that because we are grown up already - I'm 60 something and my husband is 60 something as well, there is nowhere that we can get a mortgage. And they convince us that when we go to shared equity - you get and you won't pay nothing but it is not true. Those people who moved in, they are crying. And I don't want to cry once I'm sleeping - I want a comfortable place.
And later on, you coming to us that we have to move and the money you are giving us we cannot buy nothing. We cannot buy nothing here, even outside of London, may have to go far. And I don't want to go far because London is there, and outside of London is over there, and I choose London. And I am happy here, so I do not want to move unless they can give us what we want, not what they want.

They did not tell us anything. And coming to break this down, and you're giving us options and I think it is not right - the government is supposed to do something about it. Everybody's crying. Not me alone. My children, they do not know what is going on. Sometimes when they come home they say ‘Oh mum we have to go, where are we going?’ We cannot go anywhere unless they give us proper something to move on.

Q: So, when did you find out that it might not be like-for-like?

A: They sent us a letter that this is what is going to be. Yes that, like-for-like does not exist. And we said ‘What!?’. In the beginning this is what he said, this is what people said. And it is there when you go to the computer, when you go to their website, it is there. So why are they changing their mind?

Q: And why do you think they’re changing their mind?

A: They know that only black people bought the house. That is all I can say. Yeah, it is true, the majority of us are black. We haven't got any white person in there. When we go to meetings we don't see anybody, if they are there they are not coming, because they are not accepting it. Only my next door, two doors [down]. He finished paying his mortgage, and he said he's not moving, and he is white. His wife is disabled and he has a wheelchair. He said he is not moving. He is the only white person I know who comes to the meeting.

... sometimes the council calls a meeting, for not only the leaseholders, but for the tenants, sometimes we go there we cannot talk because everybody's shouting. The tenants are angry - most of them are white, and they do not want to go .... They close the hall, the community hall - they close it, and now they open it because ... There are homeless, all of this they are doing - there are homeless in this area. In this community there are homeless and that is where they sleep. Can you imagine? It is not fair - if you build a house for them and you move them, fine - they have not built nothing, they say they are closing it.... A lot of them are white and some of them are blacks - it is mixed. You understand? You haven't got a place for people - and now you say you're moving
everybody. The moment they move you some else is coming in. What is this? It is not right. But who is going to help us to do all of this?

Everybody has gone. The church is becoming like, about 50 people in the church. Maybe not even 50 for the 11 o'clock mass. Our church was full up if you did not go early you would not get anywhere to sit. But now we are paying a lot for the church to do the electricity and everything... All of the members of the church and the church members have moved to outside.

INTERVIEW (Oct 2017) WITH LEASEHOLDER FACING DECANTMENT

Interviewee A6, Afro-British (age 25-29) living with his leaseholder parents, unemployed, has lived on the Aylesbury since 1998.

A: My parents were away for six weeks, and I was going to most of the meetings, and having sat down with them and and... they are not happy, they are not happy at all. And it is putting so much stress on them. Because as of now they do not know if, what is going to happen to them - their family, I remember one family they have been here for quite a long time - one family, and for some reason they made them... they've got... I think seven children in the house, and previously the council had decided to offer them a four-bedroom flat, but he was willing to take it. But something happened and they change their mind again because she was very upset, and you know what? When they were offering her a four bedroom flat, they offered them money on top.. And he was willing to take it. But just then he received another letter saying no. I can't remember the exact reason that was given that, he got very upset because they were in the process of moving and packing and everything, and even though, they have unpacked they are still unsure when, and they don't know if they have to take a lawyer and people asking - someone also came around to advise them and someone from the council came to ask, advise them as well but most of the questions they were asking, though were about whether they would have to take them to court, would they have to get their own personal lawyers to do the case. They don't know what to do.

Q: And what effect do you think this, not only not knowing but also having to pursue the courts, and those kinds of things, what effect do think that has on your neighbours?

A: Most of them are stressed about it. Most of them are going through a lot mentally and mentally they are going through a lot, you could just tell from their face. Because them, working so
INTERVIEW (Oct 2017) WITH LEASEHOLDER FACING DECANTMENT

Interviewee A7, a black African (age 30-34) living with his leaseholder parents, in employment, has lived on the Aylesbury most of his life.

A: Like I said, when the Secretary of State came forward and highlighted that it was against our human rights everybody thought, okay cool. There isn't a conspiracy to get us out without giving us what is due. But since invoking that, you ask yourself what happened behind the scenes to him to revoke that decision. Because I mean, the things which he highlighted, the council were yet to appeal and put something forward. All of a sudden he has taken statements back and he has gone back on his word, and I'm thinking, what’s changed? Those things that he put forward, it was highlighted by the council that the council haven't met them, so I think the council are now trying to speak a little bit more friendly with us to get us to a place whereby we go out without barking too loudly. But again, do you really expect us to go to the Barking or Milton Keynes, or to Manchester? It doesn't make sense. Somewhere where you have grown up and you have lived for your whole life and then getting kicked out because developers wanted to come in and make, and gentrification, that's what it is, that’s what gentrification is.

My parents, took out a mortgage, to secure their future, quote-unquote. The future is never guaranteed, but it is something added to your pension, what you can look to as a means of getting by when you are in old age. This, but that has been swept from underneath their feet, in that they've been told that what he had bought, isn't worth what he thought it was worth. It will be taken from your hands and we will give you something which is not an equivalent, so now they are sitting back and worrying in terms of... well how are they going to survive the next couple of years... until, into their old age, where they thought they made a sound investment, as buying a house was supposed... said to be. So in a sense, looking into their future it, is very unsettling...

Q: So do you think that the regeneration is, I guess you mentioned this already, but the possibility of regeneration being a positive thing?
Could it be a positive thing? Well it wouldn't have... It wouldn't have destroyed the community I think. There is a lot of tenants who wants the redevelopment to happen because they feel that these are old houses and let's get some new ones so X-Y-Z but, the ...people are being displaced, and they have had to literally move to new locations in different areas of London, Greater London. And their circumstances, I can imagine, some have it the better, some have it turned to the worse, but gentrification is not the greatest thing, because essentially you are being displaced from somewhere that is home. If you choose to make that decision based on your own circumstances then that is different, but the whole community to be just told, look, this is no longer home to you, is that it will be for people that can pay the rents that we want to charge, that is in a sense an insult, because the whole essence of this estate was built was for social housing, but now, there are people with money that want to pay X amount, so let's see how much we can make? Redeveloping instead of regenerating. I think that is, yes.

But as it stands, if they're doing it in terms of equating value to value then it wouldn't make sense to live in a place where multimillionaires are going to stay. It would be very disjointed, do you understand? So, like I said, like-for-like is our best bet in terms of going to a region where there are similar people, and similar lives, similar backgrounds, you know? There would not be an issue with living with multimillionaires, but realistically speaking, you wouldn't feel like home, you would always feel like 'the help'. Or just not belonging to a community. I don't have... that answer, your question?

INTERVIEW (Nov 2017) WITH LEASEHOLDER FACING DECANTMENT

Interviewee A17, a black African (age 60-64) leaseholder. This interview takes place in the living room of ****, and his wife **** who is present throughout, and contributes to the conversation but struggles through tears – she makes it clear towards the end that she is finding the discussion very upsetting, and asks for the interview to end.

Q: So how long have you lived here on the Aylesbury Estate?

A: I have been here roughly about 26 years.

Q: 26 years?
A: Yeah. I was in Bradenham, you know the first phase, the first phase they demolished. That was where I was first, before I got married to my wife so, we moved to Taplow, and then, from there we moved down here. So we came here now, roughly, 24 years, but I live here 28 years.

Q: And when you came to Bradenham, you came as a Council tenants?

A: As a Council tenants.

Q: When did you make the transition to being a leaseholder?

A: I was a tenant in Bradenham, so we moved to Taplow, we started to buy Taplow, which was a one-bedroom. Then, our children. Then we moved to a three-bedroom....something for the children in the future.

Q: Of course, of course. And do all of your children still live here?

A: Yeah, yeah, they all did schooling here. They all went to school in Surrey Square. They all went to school there, after, university level. Yeah, the first ones went there, completed six form, went to university, completed it, second, third, and then the fourth, and then the fifth is now in year eight. Yeah.

Q: Oh right, so they have all gone on and done good things. You must be very proud.

A: Yeah, they are all...

Q: And, I guess, living here so long, you must, you said you already had some friends on the estate?

A: Yeah, he died.

Q: Oh, he passed away?

A: He died. I need- we live here for a long time, and, we are familiar to the place. But the thing is, if they want to regenerate the place, do regeneration, I cannot stop them. You understand? That is their plan, pre-programmed, they have made for the estate. But my only simple need is, they have to treat us well. You see, we are human beings living in our homes, it is not a council flat, I got the place that we bought paying a mortgage. Living in it as a home, it’s our shelter. So if they...
are demolishing the place, they don't just come and you know, using force, no receipt, no interview, no anything at all. ‘Oh, the place is demolished, we are sorry that this thing is going on. What help can we offer with this and this?’ Nothing like that. It is just a court case, a court case, they want a CPO to come and kick us out. What is that?

Initially we were about to move out, to avoid the stress. So we were looking for a place as far as Northampton. We went to Northampton, there was a time that we completely got a place, but …I went to get the mortgage but they said because of my age.

Q: You said you have trouble with the mortgage because of your age, do you mind if I ask how old you are?

A: I am now 63. I would be 64 next year.

Q: And was there a particular reason for going to Northamptonshire?

A: No, no, because the money they are giving us, that was where we can get something, you know, and the environments there, the schools, and all of that. That is why we decided to go there.

Q: And how do you think it would affect your children, if you would have had to move?

A: Well it would affect them now, it will affect them because they are saying that jobs-wise, it would not favour them. More, they would have more advantage in London, than in Northampton. So, what the council was saying is, because they are saying we are overcrowded, it is a three-bedroom, we are about seven of us, so they say we are overcrowded. They want to split, they want to reduce the size of the family whereby they would give rooms to the elder ones, they will give them flat. The first three. They will give them a flat, and then they will reduce the size of the family, then they can give us a three bedroom. Even that three-bedroom, it is shared ownership, is a shared equity which I don't want. You see, because, that is not my plan. I have planned myself a mortgage, was up to my retirement. When I retire the mortgage is finished, and now they're coming to tell me to go for shared ownership and I will share my place with the council, for what?

So … they want to rehouse the children, but the band, they first put them in as band four. And according to them we are the second phase, from there, this is where they are going to demolish. So, we are the second phase, if we want to move and they are putting the children in band four, and four is about five years and they will get a place. Because there are so many people in band one and two, even band three. Who, when you bid you get safe place, before you see it will be in
100 and over again. So I have to fight them again before they move them to band three. Even band three to is still too hard for them. You see? So we, they want us to move first, they put us in band one, but I say I cannot move, because I have to settle my children first. Before I will move. And they don't want to understand, so they leave them in band three.

Q: And, so how did you first find out, or when did you first find out that they wanted to regenerate?

A: Oh, when did it start?

WIFE: About 10 or 15 years ago.

A: Yeah, and they came with option of like-to-like. And they came down with a form, they ask us what do you want, do you want a house, do you want a garden? And then we filled all of that and we gave it them. So, to us it is like-to-like, they will take it and give us our money. And then, coming to a point, everything just changed, no more like-to-like, and shared equity and shared ownership, was just coming, coming.

Q: Oh, I see, because you said, that one of the reasons that you made the decision to look into Northamptonshire, is because of the stress. So when did it start becoming stressful, do you think?

A: When they started the CPO, the courts, and all of that sort of thing. That is where, so I was thinking, if they do a CPO where am I going? The money they’re giving us, the money they are giving us, even Kent, you cannot get a place there. So that is where the stress started.

Q: And have the Council been good with keeping in touch, how did you first find out about it?

A: They did not get in touch, none of them, not a single one of them have turned up in this house to talk to us about the regeneration, ‘Oh, we are sorry, oh this is what you want to do.’ Nothing like that. They only came when the first survey. That is all, the second survey they sent their own surveyors, and that was it. Anything at all, I have to call them, for they will be telling you this, or we have to go there, and then they will be telling you, none of them is- not a single one of them turn up here, in this house, to talk to us about the regeneration, and how it is affecting us all, all, all. Not a single one of them.

Q: So how did you find out that the plan had changed from like-for-like to no longer being that?
A: You know we had the one meeting at the council. That is where they.

Q: I was going to say, how did people react to that news?

WIFE: That was the reason why I stopped going to those meetings. Because, that day, I walked out and my head was pounding.

*WIFE begins to cry*
*pause*

WIFE: Because we realised that we have been left. And...

*Pause*

WIFE: We thought, they were for us... When we got out of the meeting, we realised that they are not for us.

*WIFE struggles to speak between tears*
*I hand WIFE a tissue, she thanks me*

WIFE: We did not realise that they were not on our side. And, I decided not to go to any of their meetings because... The level of the stress, it was too much. For over how many years now our lives have been, we are just in the air, we don't know what to do.... I thought maybe they were going to give us a new house. And move us in, so that we could continue the mortgage. So, it is just too much.

*WIFES voice reduces to a whisper as she struggles through the tears*

Q: Yes, it must be the not knowing that must be the most difficult.

A: It is very difficult. And sometimes when you go to the, you know the meeting they had the other day, I wanted to burst out of there. But I just contained myself, because we went there, and this guy was lying, William. He stood up there and was lying, because that's the point, he sent some letters to the leaseholders on a second class, and he was saying that he sent the letters a week ago, not knowing most of us were receiving the letter the following day, and he was telling the whole meeting, the head of the council, what is his name? He was also there, the other councillors were on the meeting, and he was lying there. And they have to warn him at the
meeting: ‘Look, this is people's lives, why are you lying? You sent the letter second-class and you are saying you sent letters a week ago.’ And the guy, they have the letters second-class. So they have to apologise to the leaseholders at the meeting there, which is wrong.

This is our life, we go to work, we go out and come back and sleep and rest here. And then, they just go there and be making as if we are just, you know, even the head of the council, you know, it is just something that you can get up and burst yourself, no matter whether it is a counsellor or all whatever he is, they can go and get police and arrest me, because this is my life. You don't do anything, you buy a house, you are paying mortgage, and they’re just treating us as if they can just come and kick you out of the place. Not even no negotiation. We have a family, my issue is a difficult issue for them. Because I have five kids, they don't know how, they have not come across an issue, or news like this, or how they will sort it out. Because the children, they finish university, they still want to do further study. Now they have to go and live somewhere alone, and the work they are doing as a pocket money, they have to do that work to pay their rent. How can they further their course? They cannot. They just finish university, and at least you have to support them gradually, gradually before they can start. They cannot leave university and then kick them out to go and live alone. It is impossible, you cannot do that.

Q: London is very expensive.

A: Yeah. They have just finished school and the job they are doing is not a job that, they are earning about £18,000 or £20,000. It is just something for their pockets. How can they pay rent, pay bills and pay all of those things with the job they are doing? When they have in their mind to do another course. You see? They are just kicking us completely out of our family plan, totally. But nobody wants to listen, to us. You cannot just let the children, just go just like that.

Q: And so how would, if you had taken this house in Northampton, how would it have affected your work?

A: It would affect my work because I am a taxi driver. Now the work, the car for the company, they gave me, it is a brand-new car. They ...they service it even though I pay rent for them. ... there is a problem, it breaks down, I take it to them, within 30 min they gave me another car. So I have to ... drive all of the way here, to do my work.

Q: Really?
A: ... one time I met a guy at Heathrow, from Northampton, and he was driving one of these cars, and he was for a similar company. The amount that he told me that they are taking from them, it was just too much. It was just too much. You see? So I have to travel all of the way from there, if I can get a job, if I can get a job, fine, but my age now, I cannot get a job. Even though I have a profession, they will not give it to me, because of my age. You see?

Q: And, if you are able to stay on the estate, because I get the impression that the new-builds are very expensive?

A: They are expensive... *Sigh*... if they want to give us four bedrooms I don't even want to go there, because the money that you pay them, that will be too much. I have a lady, you know I work for, I worked in Southwark for 10 years as a maintenance supervisor...Heygate was one of my estates...there was a lady, a Nigerian lady in one of the blocks there which, you know, I got to know her through repairs, you know regular repairs. And she was a leaseholder. And so in the process of this (regeneration), she went into shared equity and shared ownership, and she moved to one of the new buildings. One day I was walking on Walworth Road and I met her. She was dressed nicely, and I said ‘Hey mama, you looking good?’ She said ‘Yeah, shared ownership, they gave me big money, they gave me plenty money’, she is happy. And I said ‘Oh that's good, give me some of that ha ha ha’, and she said ‘I am happy’. After a few years, or a few months, I met her in Albany Road. And I said ‘My girl, how is it?’ She said, ‘I regret it. If I knew I would not even go for shared ownership, the money they are collecting from me? If I knew I would have taken the money and gone away.’ The lady regretted it. So, that is shared ownership, you see?

Q: And so why do you think, the Council is trying to encourage you to take that?

A: Well if they want to, regenerate the place, they can do it. Do you understand? I won't stop them, but, they have to see our situation. To make sure that we move to our home. That is all we are asking for, if they want to give us money, they should give us the money that can buy our place back for us. They should not give us the money and be kicking us out. Where they know that the money that they are giving us is not getting us a place. This, they knew very well that the money that they are giving us we cannot get a place to move in. They knew very well. So me I am not asking, if they want to take the money, they should take the money and give us like-to-like. And I will move in, simple. You see, even that one they don't want to do it. They just want to give you the money and kick you out. What is that?
Q: Can I ask? Why do you think it is that the Council do not want to give you like-for-like? To give you a good price on the property?

WIFE: Because of the money they're going to make out of the property - the money that they are going to make is more than what they are going to give us. Because, if they want to give us about four or five bedrooms, and that is costing about what, £600 or £650,000 or more. And us, we are paying how much mortgage? Do you understand? So, our mortgage plus the building, it is more. It makes more sense for them to sell to... you understand me? Than us.

A: But me I don't want, if they want the money they should take the money. And give me like-to-like. That is it. They should replace our house, so let's move in and they should take the money. Because there is just the money they're giving us. They think the money they are giving us, is a big money because we bought the property.

WIFE: They're giving us £200,000 and something.

*HUSBAND AND WIFE are talking at the same time over each other*

A: You see, and you know what's happened when I was buying, when we were buying this place, we arranged for the mortgage and everything, the process, to be finished at a particular time. Now we went to the solicitor, for the deal to be completed, unfortunately, the mortgage people did not turn up that day. So we lost that completion of the contract, that day, and now after a few weeks, I asked the council now, it is not my fault. It is the mortgage people that disappointed us, go, they have to give us a few weeks so that we can look for another mortgage, to finish the contract. They refused. Do you know what they did? This, they first they valued the place at £42,000, with a £38,000 given discounts. They came back, and revalued the place increased it from £78,000 to £220,000. Within six months, less than six months!

Q: And is this an independent valuation or is this the council’s?

A: No, the council. Because we are naive. ....

When they have the chance to squeeze you, they will squeeze you. But the moment they realise you want to take something from them then they will start to fight you. Do you see?

Q: Why is it, do you think, that the council are able to get away with treating families like you, like this?
A: Because-

**WIFE:** I thought because, first of all, we are Africans, we don't know much about the system. And, they think that most of the people living in this estate, or this borough, are minorities. They are not working. They are, excuse me, they are stupid. Yeah, they know that. And, you are just an individual, you are not a force, there is nothing that you can do. So they just think that these people are stupid Africans.

*In the final sentence, WIFE’S voice descends into a whisper*

A: We are just, unfortunately that, things come this way, that Grenfell Tower issue came in and then things started coming out. That is where the government realised that this is what the council, this is how the council is treating the leaseholders and tenants. Even when they were going for the CPO, the secretary of state refused. What did the man say? The man said ‘Look, these leaseholders are minorities. Look at them, they are all old people, pensioners. The first thing you have to do, go to them and negotiate with them. This, just go and have a chat with them and talk with them, and then come to an agreement.’ They refused. This is all, this is all these court cases it is happening. They refused.

Q: So, to go back to what you were saying, you mentioned Grenfell. Were you saying that in a comparable way to how the Council treated, or ignored people here, because people are African or people are ethnic minorities, in a similar way they ignored them and treat them badly perhaps because there were many Africans living in Grenfell?

A: Yes, yes.

**WIFE:** Yes, yes,

*both **** and **** respond at the same time*

... 

A: Yeah. If we are saying that, the government say, the Secretary of State says that these are minorities, come and have a chat with them and you don't want to do that, because we are blacks. They don't want, if this area is an English people's area, they would not do that they would not do this. Because they know that the action they would take. Because, Tony Blair came here and said
'Oh these estates, the people are all on the benefits and they are not working and all of that the place should be...'. Meanwhile we live in this estate, we went to school, we got a job, people who went to university and put all, do all of the kind of professions. And they are saying that the estate is, there is no jobs, and people are not working, and are on benefits, and all kinds of rubbish. That is one of the reasons why they are treating us like this.

**WIFE:** Yes, they should check their records, we have never been on benefits. Never. Yeah.

**Q:** So, as you mentioned, the new, the post regeneration estates, will have far more expensive properties. How do you think that will change what the community here looks like? How it is, socially?

**A:** It will look nice but the community will, the people wouldn't be, it would not be a family, it will be a strain for instance now, schools now are lacking of children.

**WIFE:** Do you know what? I said to myself, in five to ten years to come, they will make sure they get rid of all of the black people out of this place. And the few that will stay, it will become unbearable for them, and they would like to move out. I used to work in English Martyrs [School], we used to have, two or three classes in Year Six. As of last year Christmas, we had only one. The class has reduced so much from 60, some of the classes we have about 25 children left, because they were moving them, every week children were leaving, every week children were leaving.

In the nursery we usually have 60 children divided into two sections. And as they go into, reception, we have three classes, 20 in each class. As of last year, December, we have 13 children come to the nursery. Can you just imagine? Because the new people moving in, into this area, they are not families, no. So just imagine, they want the young people who are working in the city, who have the money ha ha. Yeah? And, the three, four, five bedrooms are going to, maybe they will be for rich Arab businessmen and their family. Meanwhile they're not going to be staying here, they will just come for summer holidays. With their big family, yes.

**A:** I met a gentleman from one of the new ones, and he is paying £900 and something a month. I took him to the airport, he is paying £900 and something a month. Ha ha!

**Q:** Wow.

**WIFE:** There is nothing wrong to develop the place, it is nice, but, you know, just consider us. Give us a place, move us in, and we will continue, if you want to increase the bills, the Water
Bill and things, fine, but let's just continue our mortgage until we finish paying it off. If we decide to move out, then fine, but not to just force us.

**WIFE:** I don't want to talk about this because the more you talk about it the more you just, stress yourself, and no one is listening to you, and no one is listening and there is nothing they can do. They have made up their minds. They have made up their mind. And no matter what you do, there is nothing you can do.

...  

**WIFE:** ... for the past three years, I have been having headaches. And, my life it is just, in the balance. Because you're not trying to give these children anywhere to settle. And we don't know what to do, we don't know your plans. So, almost every month I need to go and get a tablet and on medication. And she was just, they don't really care. So let's just end it.

**A:** Do you see this mark here?

*A points to mark on his head*

**A:** It is all, one day I just wake up and I'm swollen here. It is the headache, serious headache, my neck, everyplace. Stress. You don't know where we are going, when we will get the CPO and they would come and kick you out. Where are you going? You do not know. You see, it is just, sometimes, when I go to the meeting, I am always boiling up, but I just control myself. I just, if they called police, they arrest me, they can arrest me.

**INTERVIEW (Oct 2017) WITH LEASEHOLDER FACING DECANTMENT**

*Interviewee A10, white (age 35-39) leaseholder, employed. Interesting case of more recent leaseholder who still sees value in the estate.*

**Q:** How long have you lived here on the Aylesbury Estate?

**A:** I have lived here about two years.
Q: And before we started recording you talked a little bit about the community events and stuff which I guess must have been a mixture between artists and traditional or original communities?

A: I think the difference is, I think what is quite important is, to engage with a community and understand the aspirations of different groups. And there is an assumption that aspirations are purely based on, upon financial sitting, security, and you know, popularity, not popularity, but within communities, success is not necessarily always based upon financial reward, power, job status etc. It is actually held within an actual community and an engagement of friendship groups and family. And I think this is something that is not fully understood by a lot of people who come to London chasing that Yankee dollar and the success story.

There are communities here who have a completely different value system, that are not fully understood by a lot of people. And it is exactly, without going too far, it is something which is understood also in other communities, up in the North of England and in places like Wales, but the South East doesn't fully get some of these value systems that are actually really held very tightly by, maybe people who are part of the black communities in the area and other groups which are, more often they are more working-class groups in the traditional sense of things. And I think that the barriers to other people believing, being able to engage, is a pride and arrogance, and also the unwillingness to invest in relationships. So I think that to plough into a community, that is a real community, you have to be committed and you have to be invested because otherwise you will get sniffed out and they will smell what is real and what is not better than anybody else. So you have got to be the real deal or otherwise you'll get rejected. I don't know if this answers your question there, I was droning on a bit.

Q: No, no it’s very interesting.

... 

Q: So when did you first hear that there might be changes to the Aylesbury Estate?

A: I mean I knew that there were going to be changes...

Q: Before you moved in?

A: I did, yeah.
Q: And how did you find out about it, just through word-of-mouth?

A: Well this has always been big news this is probably the biggest, I think isn’t it, the biggest development in Europe? So, I mean, everyone kind of knew about it.

Q: And did this affect your decision to move to the estate, knowing that there was the chance of it being demolished?

A: I mean like, to be honest with you there is no other way you can afford to buy anywhere else really anywhere. You’know, there is no way that I could... and so yeah, I mean, did it effect my decision? I mean, no, it’s quite cool, I was up for, obviously I would prefer if it didn't go and I think that unfortunately there is no real way for you to get on the London property ladder unless you got some kind of gifting, somewhere. And I took a punter a little while ago but there is no other way to get onto the property ladder, so it just helps me to be able to live it. There is no other way, usually, to live in London. And particularly for the space that you have got, it's quite big actually here, and I have got a duplex.

Q: How many rooms is it?

A: Four bed.

Q: Wow.

A: It looks quite brittle from the outside, with some amazing views, I mean it is quite functional, and maybe I'm not the tidiest, but it is okay you know, quite nice. I've got a lovely view and the location is amazing. And hopefully, you know, hopefully things will be reversed, I know there have been some interesting, as the CPO was refused, and I think rightly so, on human rights issues so, we will see what happens. It would be great see this place stay, and I think it is not even that old it's only 40 years. You’know, shocking. It is not in disrepair, what has happened is there have been issues with maintenance, along the way, whereby the councils have just not maintained as they should have done. Those are the issues. And there is a great community, like even on the corridor, it is great, it might look a bit brutalist from the outside, but it is great here actually and I really love it.

...
Q: So … coming to a place that is under risk of demolition, did that, was there an emotional difference in the living in those two different spaces?

A: Well, yeah. But, like, how long do people live in places these days, is it a house run life these days, is a job for life? You know things change. Is it a wife for life? I mean, I don't know, what kind of culture do we live in? Things change daily and I think that you know you have to sort of just... I know that people see property at something that they, they invest most of their money and for their whole life and so, there is obviously that element of value this put into it. But, you know, I personally hold things quite loosely anyway personally so... you’know, I think it would be good to see me get a fair deal, I mean these views are great you know. Looking up seeing the city of London many morning not many people get to see these views. It is a great place, the location is amazing... and so the community is amazing got a real community here, I've got a church community round here as well, and I get involved in that is well, as well as other things, you know. I'm quite plumbed in my little ways.

....

A: ... You will find most of the people here are really happy living here and love living here. And just because it, I think maybe it could do with a little bit of a refurbishment, a bit of a spruce up, but these are **bangs on wall with palm of hand** solid walls. You look at some of these new buildings and I will tell you I've been to a lot of them, these new buildings by these new developers they get tatty so quickly, it doesn't take long and, they are broken. These calls walls are made of solid concrete or **bangs on wall with palm of hand** brick, or whatever they are. You go to a newbuild, you tap the wall, you’ll put your fist through it, and people do. They become very grubby, very quickly, they are made out of poor materials, yeah they are made out of poor, poor materials. And so, yeah...

Q: And, why do you think there is this discrepancy between how properties like this used to be built, very solid, and these new, perhaps even more expensive properties, that are being of a lesser quality?

A: I guess new building design and overregulation, and it is do with heat, and heating and insulation regulations. And also, buildings are given with a shelf life now. And so, yeah... they basically have a shorter shelf life, and its consumerism, it's about making money. It was about, there are elements of... there are elements of... them, needing to, put in newer services etc. But generally speaking, they don't need to do that, I think it is about keeping money in circulation and maintaining jobs, chasing that Yankee dollar.
A: How many questions are left?

Q: Just a couple left I was going to ask you. So if the worst happens, or whatever, and the estate is demolished, have you thought about, where you might have to move to next?

A: No. I will probably buy somewhere cheaper if I can. I’ll get a settlement here, buy something cheaper in London that is all I can do is it? But I might have to down-grade because, like, it is four bedroom here. ... I’ll probably have to go further out, I will, I will have to go further out. Obviously we need to fight for the best deal, but yeah. It is not affordable. It's not affordable.

Q: And how do you think that might affect your work?

A: My work? I work from home. It will effect my work - I need to be in Central London really, for what I do, but I don't want to leave my community as well. I've got all of my friends, family, church everything here.

Q: Of course, yes. Do you think there could be any benefits to the Aylesbury to be demolished?

A: Yeah, there’s benefits to everything. I’m not holding my breath with regards to, it will initially looks nicer potentially, some of the designs that, I am sceptical, about the design and I am sceptical about the build quality, you look at what has happened to the Elephant Park with regards to the newbuild that has gone up. Nobody has been allowed to move in because the builders have not been signed off, because there been poorly done so that is hilarious I don’t know how that hasn't been headline yet, that is absolutely awful, it is been sitting empty for a while. They didn't even put bin-shoots in the building, they didn't design it properly. How can you do that when you got multi-million pound property developers - it is insane. I don't know where the money for that is going to come from but obviously you council have had to fork out a lot of money for that too.

Q: So you don’t think there is a chance you could return to the estate once it’s been redeveloped?

A: Probably not mate, unfortunately, the price is just way too much. They have not offered anything, I’ve tried to discuss and ask, nobody is saying anything really so... It doesn't look hopeful, I will obviously try that would be the ideal.
Appendix LL3; sample of ESRC project interviews with displaced council tenants and council tenants under threat of displacement from the Aylesbury Estate (not involved in the public inquiry)
INTERVIEW (Dec 2017) WITH COUNCIL TENANT WHOSE FAMILY HAS BEEN DECANTED FROM THE AYLESBURY ESTATE

*Interviewee L2, Muslim woman (age 35-49), council tenant who had lived on the Aylesbury since 1991. Speaks for her wider family as their English is poor, they are in ill health and also have disabilities.*

Q: How long did you live on the Aylesbury?
A: Over 20 years, since 1991.

Q: As a council tenant?
A: As a council tenant.

Q: Who was in your household?
A: Myself, my two boys, young brother, eldest brother (half-brother), mum, dad, cousin and her kid. 9 people.

Q: How many bedrooms?
A: 3 but the living room was big.

Q: When were you told you would have to leave?
A: 3-4 years ago....

Q: Can you talk me through what happened?
A: We didn’t hear from them for ages then all of sudden we get documents etc. 5-6 months later we got a visit. Promised they’d keep us all together, wouldn’t split us up. 1 year later we got an offer of 5 bed in Camberwell area, but it wasn’t finished. We thought fine. Mum was told elder brother they can’t offer (ok as he old enough and not there a lot). Another 4-5 months passed and they said ‘Do you want a 5 bed?’ And my mum said of course! So they said when it’s done (the house finished) we’ll contact you. Put all our names down. Heard nothing. 17 Dec 2015 they said they’d rehouse us in 5 bed...Jan, Feb we heard nothing...we called them and asked when our 5 bed would be ready, they said ‘we know nothing’. The housing officer said: ‘I don’t know who said that to her (that her mum was getting a 5 bed)’. I said ‘Josephine ****’, she said ‘oh she left’. They said there’s no 5 beds anywhere. We were told in a few weeks we would get keys to a new building....a 3-4 bed offer, they said there wasn’t even a 5 bed there. I said ‘what?’ My mum said ‘they can’t do this to us’. But the woman had gone, didn’t know what to do. We started digging and found out could only bid for a 3-4 bed flat. I told mum if they split us up we need to be close, as I am carer...
for my mum and dad and I have 2 kids. They said ok will put you close enough. The formal letter said was ‘entitled to a 2 bed’. Dad was not on it. They said they’d sort it out. A few days later my mum got a letter and was told she need to get out.

Q: And what was the impact of this on your family?

A: Dad got worse (he is bed bound and has memory problems). My son had tonsilitus at the time (he had an operation [got his tonsils out] a few weeks before we got the letter). We were all over the place. They offered me a 4th floor flat, but I’m scared of heights, I can’t go no further than 2nd floor, I said I can’t take it, they said you are not allowed to refuse it....so what are you supposed to do? After 45 mins I decided to take it.

The worst was one month before we moved out. My older son is asthmatic and my younger brother has arthritis...They turned the heat off, the gas off (we have gas bills to prove it), we couldn’t cook, there were no lights, no hot water. No water at all.

Q: Which block?

A: Chiltern House, second floor, we were the last council tenants to leave. We were told to leave beginning 2015, we finally left June 2016. They stopped collecting the rubbish, so there were mice everywhere. When we opened our door there were homeless sleepers everywhere, one time they left a needle on our doorstep...I called the council but they ignored us. The lift wasn’t working (her disabled mother relied on the lift) ...the lights were off...the workmen or whatever; my son fell over in the dark. It’s disgusting, I don’t understand how they can treat people like that...all they do is lie.

I never had an issue before, never been mugged, normal life, but they let it (the estate) go, there were no drugs til they let it go...it was dark, hell on earth.

Q: And what’s your new flat like?

A: It’s 10 mins from old one, it’s so small, dad can’t get in the bathroom or take a shower. He was in hospital and he’s at my mum’s now...he can’t move here. The kids miss their grandma, they’ve never been in a place where grandma was not there, they will cry at night...‘I want to go to Nans’. I’ll say wait until the weekend son. He cries he wants to move back to the Aylesbury.

Mum’s losing her marbles, she’s lost so much weight, she lost her friends...one is in Cook Road, one is in Nunhead, she hasn’t seen them since she moved. She hasn’t seen any of them.

Q: How would you sum up your experience in one sentence...what lessons have you learned?

A: Not to trust the council, not to trust authority. The household was always together and all of a sudden we have to get used to not seeing each other every day.
I’m sorry.

I don’t want to remember!

INTERVIEW (Nov 2017) WITH COUNCIL TENANT WHO IS TO BE DECANTED FROM THE AYLESBURY ESTATE

Interviewee A16, white British (age 85-89), retired, council tenant, suffers from COPD (chronic obstructive pulmonary disease) and angina. His daughter also there but she does not live on Aylesbury anymore.

Do you mind if I ask you if have you always lived in south London?

Yes... I have been living here, 30 odd years...

As far as I am concerned, I am quite happy living on the estate, my son died in that corner.

*Points to the far corner of the living room*

We took him to hospital, and they sent him back home, there used to be a bed in that corner because he used to like, he was down syndrome, and he used to like to sit up and watch his wrestling and that with me and that, and he died in that corner. And, that was in 1994, he died in that corner. And in 1997 my wife followed him, from cancer and that. And they turn around and said to me, 'We are going to move you’. And I turned around and said, ‘You can have the place back when they carry me out’. [The council asked] ‘Why?’ Well, I said ‘My wife and my son died here, and that is where I am going to stay’. Well I'm a bit stupid because they are dead now, but, their spirits are still in that house and that is where I want to be. They think I am mad.

I guess it is more than just the bricks and mortar, isn't it?
**DAUGHTER:** You've got him living here 30 odd years, you have got so many memories, that if you move, and go to a different place, you could die there, and you would rather die where you have got all of your memories.

**Q:** Of course, of course.

...

**Q:** So you've got a nice little family unit all around, in the local area?

**A:** Now, my grand daughter, she comes in, and she sits on the couch and she says, ‘Hello old man. How are you old man?’ ‘Not so much of the old man if you don't mind.’

*I laugh*

**Q:** Mr **** you mentioned the importance of family as one of the things that you value, not just in life but also I guess about living in this area, right? Because you’ve got your family quite close. Which is really nice. Is there anything else that you still of value about the area, I guess you talked about the history of the area and families, is there anything else?

**A:** Oh yeah. That bloke up there.

*Points to a portrait of a middle-aged man of South Asian Heritage which is hanging above the sofa*

**A:** He owns the shop over the road there, and I worked for him for 13 years. He died, and we were the best of friends.

...

**A:** I always thought that, in the Victorian times, the class distinction, it was tremendous. When they brought in, when Aneurin Bevan came in, class went out of the window. Now, they are suddenly bringing class back in to the daily life of this country. And on top of that they are bringing in ideas from America.

**Q:** Can I ask you? You said something about, at the moment class is coming back into this country as a real issue. Do you think that housing plays a role in bringing back class?
A: Oh yeah. It definitely plays a role in the class, because, all of the houses that are being built and that, they’re 90% housing associations. Housing associations help to make money. So the lower, the poorer the people are, the less chance they have of getting a home. Now you've got, up the road there, you have got the new block of flats that have gone up. Right, they, are £330,000 flats. And they are all, housing association flats. About 10% of them are Council. And the amount of money, and the way housing associations work, now, moving to a housing association, property, you are there may be for two years say, and suddenly one day you, it is a rough patch. So, you haven't got the money to pay your rent, after two weeks, of not paying rent,

*He makes a slicing noise*

A: You are out.

......

Q: Can I ask Mr **** when did you first find out that there might be a change to the estate, like a regeneration? Can you remember?

A: The first time I got to hear about this was about a year and a half ago. They pulled the front part on the East Street down and that. I had friends down there and they all moved outside of London to different places. And they asked me if I wanted to move outside of London, and I said ‘No thanks’. I will stay where I am, I have got the family around, although they annoy me half of the time...they are my family, and I appreciate their being around. Now if I was to move outside of London and that, within three months, I would be dead.

...

A: And the reason I would die is because there would be no one around, and I could not interact with the members of my family, and that.... This estate is crumbling, it is losing its humanity, and, I have been living on here 30 odd years, and when I first moved on here it was a real pleasure. Now it is a tedious task, you can't, you can't, get women walking down the stairs and that, without, complaints of somebody exposing themselves. The moral well-being of this estate has gone downhill, that's all I'm going to say... And you have got the gang mentality and that. But all of the time I have lived on this estate, I can walk up and down these passageways and don't get bothered. I turn around, and see five or six blokes together and I walk past them

*mines salutes*
I laugh*

Q: Can I ask you a question about, you said that a lot of the new blocks, the majority are housing association, so they are more expensive. If all of these blocks become more expensive, how do you think that might change what the area is like?

DAUGHTER: there will be a lot more people on the street.

A: Now, this is the world as it is, this is a working-class area. If they all become housing association people, then you will get the rich, and that come in. And it will become a social snobbery area where you wouldn't be allowed to drop a sweet paper on the floor without someone coming

*mimes someone turning up their nose*

A: ...housing associations are good in their own right and that, and they can be pretty good, but they are not for the poor. And never have been for the poor. They are, well, the rent for this place is £174 a week.

A: Estates as I see them, are family units. You have got, one family, and it is a block of flats which are just stones and bricks and that ... And it is nothing. Without the people on the estate, it is just an empty block of flats. With the people on the estate it becomes family units. And although they are all different families, it is a unit of human beings. And there are different, there are some human beings that are reasonable and that, and some that are, you get some people that are, conversational and all of that, but that is all part of life. And if, if you do not live like this, then you are an outcast, you have got nothing to make your life richer, or that. Now if you have got neighbours that are, fun to be with and that. The estate becomes more reasonable, more flexible, there are no fighting and that, and life in the estate is a happy life. Whereas you have got confrontation which is not. Things... ahh, don't give me a headache...

*Pause*

Q: Do you think there could be any benefits at all to the estate coming down?

A: No. There is no benefit whatsoever, in, when you have got an estate that is full of people, and that...there is no benefits in that, you disrupt the estate, you move all of the people out and
throw them in all different directions. And, then, the estate becomes just a block of flats, empty, there is no life in it, no reason to be there.

....

A: ...I for one, turn around and said that these estates, this estate, if it had been looked after better, could have gone on to the year 2070, or 2080, it doesn't make much difference. The only difference would have been the change in the people. And, it is my opinion, and it may be a wrong opinion, I wouldn't say that I have a knowledge enough to, but the way I see it is, the council, is in charge of a certain district. Their job is to see that that district is up and running smooth as possible. And that's the repairs on the estate, and the estates and the places, is their responsibility, so far as to be deemed reasonable. And, they should, as a council, be humane in their way of thinking, and that the council, as far as I am concerned the council is a body that is, that protects the estate and the life on the estate. It is no good, a council turning around and being close minded...This council is inhumane, as far as I am concerned.

Q: Mr ****, those are actually the end of my questions. I don't know if you have anything you would like to add?

A: No, what I'm saying is, if a council has got no humanity in it, it’s no good for the district, most- their most important part is to keep their people - to evict a woman and her four children from a place and put them on the street is inhumane, I don't care what anyone says, it is inhumane.

... [the housing officer] got a flat for me once, and took me to walk around it and have a look at it. And it was on the top floor, and I turned around and said ‘Where is the lift?’ [She replied] ‘Oh the lift is broken down you will have to walk upstairs.’ And I said ‘Excuse me but I can't.’ And she said ‘Why can’t you?’ And I said ‘I suffer from COPD and angina and if I get halfway up the stairs you’ll have to carry me the rest of the way, and that’ and she said, ‘Oh, but but but but but’, and I went back and told them, the lady in the office, she just laughed. And I thought

*Mr **** makes a V sign with his fingers*

INTERVIEW (Oct 2017) WITH COUNCIL TENANTS FACING DECANTMENT
Interviewee A11, white couple (age 30-34) with 2 young kids, temporary council tenants, father employed and stay at home mum. Interesting case of impacts on more recent temporary council tenants moved in.

Q: So how long have you lived here on the Aylesbury Estate?

A: I think I have lived here a year and a half.

Q: Just a year and a half? Okay. And where did you live before?

A: In Herne Hill.

Q: And was there any particular reason that you moved from Herne Hill to the Aylesbury?

A: Because I was in a hostel in Herne Hill and it only had one room. So they moved me here.

... we only have one bedroom and there are four of us in the room. So it is not really that much more spacious because we only had one child in the other house.

Q: And, I guess you are both already aware of the plans to regenerate, the demolition, yeah?

A: Yeah.

Q: So when did you first find out about it?

A: I think it must have been about a month ... month after we moved in, yes.

Q: And was that a leaflet through the door or just word-of-mouth, or?

A: A leaflet.

Q: Oh okay, you got a leaflet.

A: Yeah.

Q: And, what was your kind of initial reaction to...
A: I think, not really that bothered because I am a temporary accommodation...

Q: You’re temporary accommodation here? So you kind of anticipated being moved on?

A: Yeah

Q: And has there been, kind of, building work happening?

A: Yeah.

...

Well today I think I just put him [younger son] down for the first, like 2 minutes, and as soon as I had put him down there was a big drilling in the wall, whatever they are either doing work upstairs or downstairs. And they are doing work outside.

... Oh yeah, it is noisy.... And it is noisy as hell.... They have made like, mice come.
... We can't go on the balcony no more. If I let the little one out there- They are refurbishing upstairs and it is made like rats come, on the lower floors and stuff... And it was rats first but we didn't really see any. And then as soon as they started doing the work upstairs, I think I was outside clearing up the stuff when I saw a rat and it looked to me, ha ha! And we haven't ever gone back out there, since. Ha ha!

Q: And have you guys contacted, like the management or anything like that about it?

A: We called them and they came and put rat poison. They told me that it is not an emergency for them to remove the dead rats that were on the balcony so they left them there, and then a few days later they came and one man collected it and put poison down.

Q: So, ****, for you, the prospect of the estate being demolished, do you think that it is likely to affect work or anything like that, depending where you get moved to?

A: Erm, yeah. Because if they do move us like, far away from the area or out of the area, that is going to be very hard for me to get to work because it takes an hour already to commute into work (he is a carer), so we kind of pray that they are going to move us somewhere closer but I can't really see, living in Southwark, them putting us anywhere unless they put us in Lambeth.
... I would like to live closer to his family (hers in Camberwell, his in Brixton) because I can get support with the kids.

**Q:** So I guess, from what you have told me, a kind of uncertainty about, ....

**A:** All they do is just, when they go, they just put like, a gate on it on the doors and that is it. So all of the time I've seen them they have just literally, just, I hear them packing up, and then you look outside and there is a steel door around their door, so... they're gone.

**Q:** You don't have to answer this question if you don't want to, it is a bit of a personal question but... can you describe for me, what it feels like to be in, a state of not knowing, kind of, where your next home might be? I know it is a difficult, and it is a bit of a horrible question, I'm sorry.

**A:** Yeahhh, when you have kids is just like, it is one of the most important things is stability. ... because this one [older child] is going to be starting nursery and stuff and I'm going to have to settle them into a nursery, and then move them, and we don't know where we are going, how far away from our, you know, our immediate family and stuff, and stuff like that so, it is kind of worrying.

... To move somewhere far and have our support networks cut off, and if our support is cut off, it is going to struggle for us because, I do so much hours at work, she has is to look after the kids and, each day I am gone, it takes a strain on her, because they wake up at six o'clock, five o'clock sometimes and I don't know how she does it. And she still has to go outside with them so... and it's hard, there is no way for her...

**Q:** Yeah, for sure. And I guess, it is really important to the kids as they get older, as you said to have some stability with nursery and school and that kind of stuff.

**A:** Yeah.

**** appears visibly uncomfortable with the questions I am asking so stop interview.
INTERVIEW (Nov 2017) WITH COUNCIL TENANTS FACING DECANTMENT

Interviewee A14, white British, age (55-59), council tenant, unemployed.

Q: So how long have you lived here on the Aylesbury?

A: I have lived in this particular block [Taplow] since 2004. And I have lived over in Missenden which is the Aylesbury Estate, I lived over there for 18 years. I broke up with my wife, and then after six months they moved me in here. I was homeless for six months, and then they moved me in here.

But my thing now, as far as them getting people to move out, I am comfortable here, I know my neighbours and I’m comfortable with my surroundings. I am 56 now and I find that a very stressful situation, that I’m going to have to move away, hopefully not too far, but if it is then I am going to have to make new friends and, you know. So that is a bit stressful, and of course moving is stressful, it is one of the most stressful things isn't it?

Q: So, have you always lived in South London?

A: I was born in Camberwell.

Q: Oh right, so you are a lifelong-

A: Yes, I was in Camberwell for a bit. And then I moved up to New Cross when I was very very young, and then we moved back to Camberwell. And then I met me ex-old woman, and moved over there for years.

*points to block across the street*

Q: And, when did you first hear that there might be changes to the estate?

A: Well when they we first got letters to say they are knocking the surrounding, well they are knocking this and the surrounding areas down. I think that was a couple of years ago wasn't it? Probably a couple of years, two or three years ago.

Q: Oh right, so very recently.
A: Yeah. We got letters digitally, saying that we, that they are going to be doing demolition and all of that malarkey.

... Yeah, I think they like, I think they want anyone who is on benefits, and people like that is, they want them out. So for want of a better word they are trying to yuppifie it all. The whole area.

Q: And, and the social difference between the, there is a kind of a class difference right? Do you think that is likely to change the sense of community in the area as well?

A: Yeah possibly, because, well, I think they're just going to do their best, like I say, to get people who are not working or on benefits, who are living in Council properties, to try to get them out, that is why, I think that's what they're trying to do. I think that is their sole aim.

Q: And where do you think people get the moved on to?

A: In the middle of Timbuktu somewhere. Up north or somewhere.

Q: Do you think there could be any benefits to knocking down an estate like this?

A: ... there is no point knocking up big tall one, and they are building these big tower blocks over at the Elephant [and Castle] now. You know, and especially what happened with the Grenfell Tower. You know, I dread to think how anyone would cope with a fire if there was one on the top floor of one of those buildings over there now. And they are carrying on building them. You know. Without even putting a sprinkler system in or something like that. I would feel very insecure in a high-rise block like that. I don't feel too good up here to be honest. I don't know what he's on the eighth floor. You know, we are lucky that these walls are solid concrete. So you have got half a chance, but I would be petrified if I lived over there. And a lot of them are private over there aren't they?

Q: Oh so the new-builds are not concrete are they? They are plasterboard?

A: Yeah there are plasterboard.

... I watched that being built. Mate, a strong wind would blow those walls over. I bet they are paper-thin, I bet you can hear every noise that goes on.
So they use plasterboard, yeah, and they will stick one there and one there and they will just fill it with a foam.

They have knocked them up too quick I think. If you look, when you go out, this block over here.

*Points out of the front door towards the newly built states across the street*

The end balcony, it is a slant like that.

*Gestures with hand to demonstrate the angle of the slant*

So they have rushed it. You can see that, you can see in the balcony that it is not level.

Q: So I guess, forgive me if I am wrong, what you're saying is that, these new flats, they look really nice, and they have fully fitted with carpets and kitchens and everything like that, but they might not necessarily last as long as these ones or may not be as safe potentially?

A: Yes, yes. All of the above there what you have just said, yeah. I think so...

But I am worried about getting, and as I said to you at the beginning, I am just anxious about where they are going to put me, am I going to be next to neighbours from hell, am I going to be the neighbour from hell? I don't know.

*we laugh*

.. You know, older people worry, even younger people worry. They've probably worry about that, they don't want to, you know, a shit road where there is all scumbags down it or something, you know, you don't want that. But that is, my anxiety is where are they going to put me, you know. Am I going to be forced into a situation where I have got to take it? You know. I don't think there will be a lot of choices going about, to be honest with you. And once you have put pen to paper and commit yourself, you are buggered aren't you?
Living on the Aylesbury Estate

2015 benchmark report for future monitoring of the regeneration programme

November 2017
1. Introduction

In 2014, Social Life was commissioned by Notting Hill Housing to devise a monitoring framework to assess the social impact of the regeneration of the Aylesbury Estate over the next 18 years. This included developing a set of Partnership Performance Indicators to assess the social impact of the fundamental changes to the estate that will take place, and a research and monitoring strategy to gather the information over this period.

The first stage has been to carry out research to explore the experience of residents before Notting Hill Housing’s programme of demolition and rebuilding begins. The bulk of this research was carried out between June and November 2014, with two discussion groups and some additional interviews in early 2015.

This research is a snapshot of the estate, and its residents, at a particular time, when initial demolition and rebuilding of Aylesbury’s concrete blocks had started, L&Q’s new schemes in the southwest corner of the estate had been completed, and construction was under way on the northern L&Q site. Notting Hill Housing’s first development site - covering the Bradenham, Chartridge, Arklow and Chiltern blocks - had been almost fully vacated to prepare for demolition.

This report sets out the findings of this research which were presented to Notting Hill Housing. The results will be used to inform the regeneration programme and will set the benchmark against which future progress will be measured.
2. Key findings

The Aylesbury Estate

1. Many people living on the Aylesbury Estate are on very low incomes, and unemployment is higher than the Southwark average. However, there are a number of strong protective factors that support residents and help them cope with difficulties. These include good public services, particularly health and education; good transport links to access work and wider support networks; the proximity of Burgess Park; social solidarity and tolerance between different groups; and neighbourly and often friendly relationships between people living in close proximity.

2. The population is extremely diverse, and the number of different ethnicities and nationalities has increased over the last 15 years. The estate has always been home to a significant transient population, which changes over time, reflecting trends in migration to London. A significant number of residents live on the estate for a short time, sometimes in unstable unofficial housing.

Social sustainability

3. The social sustainability assessment, carried out using Social Life’s framework, reveals that the estate scores lower than would be expected for “voice and influence”; at expected levels for “adaptability and resilience” and “amenities and social infrastructure”; and higher than expected for “social and cultural life”.

4. Residents of the new L&Q homes and the red brick blocks tend to report stronger neighbourliness and belonging, and higher satisfaction with facilities than people living in the concrete blocks.

5. Council tenants have lower levels of satisfaction and wellbeing, compared to homeowners and housing association tenants, but still score above what would be expected for people living in comparable areas on most of these questions.

6. Private tenants have the lowest levels of belonging and lowest expectation of staying resident on the estate.

Figure 1: The Aylesbury Estate
7. Most residents like living on the Aylesbury Estate. Overall, they feel comfortable living there, they feel they belong. They appreciate the good local facilities and services; the local parks and playgrounds; access to shops; and good transport connections.

8. Most residents feel there are significant problems with the physical condition of the housing.

9. There are few community facilities that enable people to meet and socialise. Public spaces are often poorly used and designed, and sometimes intimidating. The majority of residents live in flats with no gardens, play areas are fairly well used by children, but there are few outdoor social spaces for others.

10. The area is not as unsafe as its reputation suggests. Fear of crime is what you would expect in similar areas. There are problems at times, it is less safe at night, and less safe for more marginalised residents living less stable lives.

11. Generally people feel at home with their neighbours and know people in their corridors, and to a lesser extent in their blocks. Residents tend to stick to the parts of the estate they live in, or use regularly. Many longer-standing residents voice regret about the loss of community ties, but most newer residents report that it is a welcoming place, and accepting of people from a wide range of backgrounds.

12. Residents feel they have little control over agencies and institutions, and feel their influence on the future of the estate is low. This does not necessarily mean they feel out of control of their lives in general - many residents are resilient, getting by successfully in difficult circumstances.

**Attitudes towards regeneration**

13. Residents are broadly supportive of the regeneration, the majority of those expressing an opinion were in favour of the plans. There are however some fears about whether the replacement homes will be “for us”, and many people are unclear about what is being proposed.

14. Particular groups are exposed to the stress and dislocation that change will bring, including young people who worry about loss of friendships and social networks, and those who are vulnerable because of poverty, age, illness or disability, or because they do not have strong supportive social networks.

*Figure 2: The Aylesbury Estate*
The aim of the research was to find out about the day-to-day experience of Aylesbury residents and how they feel about their lives on the estate, to investigate how residents felt about the neighbourhood and their neighbours, and about their situation at a time of change. This was a challenging task, given the number of residents on the estate and the complex diversity of the resident community.

The estate is home to an extensive range of groups, including long-standing residents, from English and Irish families well established in the neighbourhood, to newly arrived refugees from Nigeria, Sudan and Iran. Since the 1980s, the Aylesbury’s poor reputation and high turnover has meant that people arriving in Southwark in housing need have been disproportionately likely to find housing on the estate. People living on the estate come from an even greater range of nationalities, ethnicities and backgrounds than the hyper-diverse area of south London in which it lies. Transience is also a feature of the estate, some residents stay for short times, either officially or unofficially renting or sub-letting from leaseholders or from council tenants.

The research strategy devised to structure this project was mixed in approach, as no one single research method would reveal enough to build an understanding of the lives of Aylesbury’s residents. One-to-one in-depth interviews with residents are revealing about their individual experience but do not capture a sufficiently large population; a more structured quantitative research approach can give a larger spread of responses but provides less in-depth understanding of answers to fixed questions. Focus groups offer residents a way to give more nuanced and thoughtful opinions alongside their peers, but only involve small numbers and are less likely to include the views of people who are less vocal or confident, or those who feel they do not have a stake in the area’s future. Interviews with agencies and individuals who know the resident community well through their work can provide an insightful professional perspective but may only reflect a narrow experience of the resident population. Similarly, community groups have valuable perceptions and opinions to offer, but their insight will be greatest into their own constituency.

To overcome these limitations, a multi-method approach was used, combining all of these approaches:

- a survey of 358 residents was commissioned by an independent research company to capture residents’ perceptions. The survey included a representative sample of the estate by tenure, and from the different blocks
- 82 semi-structured street interviews with residents took place to explore in more depth what is shaping and influencing residents’ views. These followed set routes, at different times of the day. Members of the Creation Trust’s Community Team carried out some of these interviews, alongside Social Life staff

3. Approach

The aim of the research was to find out about the day-to-day experience of Aylesbury residents and how they feel about their lives on the estate, to investigate how residents felt about the neighbourhood and their neighbours, and about their situation at a time of change. This was a challenging task, given the number of residents on the estate and the complex diversity of the resident community.

The estate is home to an extensive range of groups, including long-standing residents, from English and Irish families well established in the neighbourhood, to newly arrived refugees from Nigeria, Sudan and Iran. Since the 1980s, the Aylesbury’s poor reputation and high turnover has meant that people arriving in Southwark in housing need have been disproportionately likely to find housing on the estate. People living on the estate come from an even greater range of nationalities, ethnicities and backgrounds than the hyper-diverse area of south London in which it lies. Transience is also a feature of the estate, some residents stay for short times, either officially or unofficially renting or sub-letting from leaseholders or from council tenants.

The research strategy devised to structure this project was mixed in approach, as no one single research method would reveal enough to build an understanding of the lives of Aylesbury’s residents. One-to-one in-depth interviews with residents are revealing about their individual experience but do not capture a sufficiently large population; a more structured quantitative research approach can give a larger spread of responses but provides less in-depth understanding of answers to fixed questions. Focus groups offer residents a way to give more nuanced and thoughtful opinions alongside their peers, but only involve small numbers and are less likely to include the views of people who are less vocal or confident, or those who feel they do not have a stake in the area’s future. Interviews with agencies and individuals who know the resident community well through their work can provide an insightful professional perspective but may only reflect a narrow experience of the resident population. Similarly, community groups have valuable perceptions and opinions to offer, but their insight will be greatest into their own constituency.

To overcome these limitations, a multi-method approach was used, combining all of these approaches:

- a survey of 358 residents was commissioned by an independent research company to capture residents’ perceptions. The survey included a representative sample of the estate by tenure, and from the different blocks
- 82 semi-structured street interviews with residents took place to explore in more depth what is shaping and influencing residents’ views. These followed set routes, at different times of the day. Members of the Creation Trust’s Community Team carried out some of these interviews, alongside Social Life staff

Figure 3: Building the estate in the 1960s
• seven focus groups and discussions with key groups of residents and stakeholders were convened to corroborate the emerging research findings
• a researcher was embedded in the 2InSpire Friday youth session for three weeks, building up relationships with young people and discussing their views of the regeneration
• 25 agencies and local stakeholders were interviewed, including the police, housing management staff, employment projects, schools, other services for children and young people, and local faith and community organisations
• review and analysis of a range of written material, including consultation material gathered by Notting Hill Housing and its consultants, prior research and analysis about the estate, and existing data from the census, plus Social Life’s social sustainability data.

In total, over 580 residents were interviewed for this research.

The research also gathered information against the seven Partnership Performance Indicators agreed between Notting Hill Housing and Southwark Council:
• residents’ satisfaction with the neighbourhood as a place to live
• residents feeling part of the local community
• residents sustaining meaningful employment
• young people making progress to achieve positive outcomes in education, training and employment
• residents feeling that their health and wellbeing has improved
• residents feeling safe
• residents feeling that they have influence over the future of their area.

Underneath each of these sits a number of headline indicators, as it is not possible to understand these complex issues through one single question. Headline indicators report data through a number of different perspectives:
• in comparison with similar socio-geographic areas
• by tenure of respondents
• by development phase.

For a detailed breakdown of the initial 2014 assessment of Partnership Performance Indicators, please see “Measuring the impact of the redevelopment of the Aylesbury Estate: indicator report” available on www.aylesburynow.london.

Figure 4: Part of a mural on the estate
Blue line indicates the boundary of the Aylesbury Estate

**Mapped:**
- 358 residents surveyed
- 46 street interviews with Aylesbury residents
- 15 street interviews with people living on the edge of the estate
- 11 agencies interviewed

**Not mapped:**
- 12 street interviews with Aylesbury residents, block unknown
- 9 street interviews with people living on the edge of the estate, outside of map boundary
- 17 agencies interviewed, outside of map boundary
- 83 people interviewed in focus groups

*Figure 5: Research activities mapped*
4. Social sustainability

Social Life defines social sustainability as “a process for creating sustainable, successful places that promote wellbeing, by understanding what people need from the places they live and work in. Social sustainability combines design of the physical realm with design of the social world - infrastructure to support social and cultural life, social amenities, systems for citizen engagement and space for people and places to evolve”.

The data gathered has been analysed using Social Life’s social sustainability framework. This approach has been used by Social Life on a number of different projects, across sectors: for Sutton Council; for The Berkeley Group; and to benchmark a substantial regeneration scheme in Acton for Ealing Council, L&Q and Countryside Properties.

Social Life’s social sustainability framework was developed following a thorough review of evidence, from the UK and internationally, about what makes communities thrive. This was commissioned by the Homes and Communities Agency in 2010. It sets out a framework for thinking about the social dimensions of community life and how these ideas can be translated into practical initiatives. The original framework was developed for new housing developments. Subsequently the framework has been evolved to capture wellbeing and community strength in existing areas, putting greater emphasis on the adaptability and resilience of local communities.

After a decade of work on sustainable communities by policymakers and professionals much is known about the importance of the quality of the built environment and community facilities, and how these contribute to residents’ satisfaction and wellbeing. There is less understanding however, about the practical steps that can be taken to make these aspirations tangible, about what can be done in practice. Internationally there is growing interest in “social sustainability” as a way to frame these concepts and to rebalance the sustainable development agenda to take account of social as well as...
environmental and economic needs. A small number of organisations are currently putting the concept of social sustainability into practice in urban development.

Applying this framework to the data gathered through this benchmarking research provides a structure for presenting and understanding complex and disparate issues. The social sustainability assessment puts the lived experience of residents and their perceptions of life on the estate at the centre of the measurement of social impact, alongside more familiar issues such as health, poverty, crime and the quality of the built environment.

This approach has allowed a broad assessment of the social sustainability of the Aylesbury Estate to be made at the start of Notting Hill Housing’s programme. This will be revisited over time in subsequent rounds of research and monitoring in future years.

A report on the approach to monitoring social impact is available from www.aylesburynow.london.

The four dimensions of social sustainability

**Voice & Influence**
Residents’ ability & willingness to take action to shape the local environment; governance structures to represent residents & engage them in shaping local decisions.

**Amenities & Social Infrastructure**
Amenities & support services for individuals & communities: schools, social spaces, transport & community workers.

**Social & Cultural Life**
Sense of belonging, wellbeing, community cohesion, safety, relationships with neighbours & local networks.

**Adaptability & Resilience**
Flexible planning; housing, services & infrastructure that can adapt over time; adaptable use of buildings & public space.

*Figure 7: The social sustainability framework*
5. The Aylesbury Estate

The Aylesbury Estate was completed in 1977. It was planned as part of wider slum clearance in Walworth, and the homes were built to Parker Morris standards with generous space standards internally. The design reflected the architectural interest at the time in separating people and vehicles by creating “streets in the sky”, a series of walkways for people to move round the estate separating vehicles from people on foot. The estate includes a number of older blocks, the “red brick blocks”, which were built in earlier decades.

The estate was criticised from its early days for its appearance, and for design flaws, including in the heating system. Residents were initially happy with their new light homes, but throughout the 1980s and 1990s the estate became synonymous with inner-city decay, poverty and crime. The estate’s reputation declined and its notoriety increased. In 1997 it was the venue for Tony Blair’s first major speech as Prime Minister, announcing his new administration’s approach to deprived neighbourhoods and to welfare reform. The speech described Aylesbury residents as among “the poorest people in our country [who] have been forgotten by government.”

Very quickly afterwards the Aylesbury was given New Deal for Communities (NDC) status, with a budget of £56.2m over 10 years for social and community-based programmes. Initially a stock transfer was planned but residents voted against the ballot in December 2001. 73 per cent of residents voted to keep the estate with the council, with a 76 per cent turnout.

The estate today

A socio-economic profile of the estate is the starting point for understanding the people who live on the Aylesbury and their day-to-day lives.

The data that is available draws heavily on the 2011 census, supplemented by more recent government data on benefits and income. This has been analysed by statistical areas that map onto the footprint of the estate. This includes six Lower Level Super Output Areas (LSOAs), covering between 400 and 1,200 households, and 22 Output Areas (OAs), including around 125 households.
There are limitations with this data: partly because some of the LSOAs and OAs overlap areas outside the estate; because of the age of the data, which is nearly five years old; and as a result of “under enumeration” or under counting in the census (see below). More recent data is available about benefit and incomes, this has been analysed for February 2014, shortly before Notting Hill Housing began work on the estate.

This data should therefore be viewed as a valuable, but somewhat incomplete picture of Aylesbury, complementing the social sustainability assessment of the estate.

**Population**

At the start of Notting Hill Housing’s programme in April 2014, 6,700 people were estimated to be living on the Aylesbury Estate. This estimate is based on ONS’ mid-year population estimates for 2013, taking account of the emptying of Chartridge, Chiltern and Bradenham blocks in late 2014.

Between the census of 2001 and 2011, the diversity of the estate’s population increased. The proportion of people living on the estate from white British, black African and black Caribbean backgrounds decreased, and the proportion of people from other ethnicities grew.\(^5\)

Research commissioned from ESRO by Southwark Council\(^6\) looking into the experience of different groups suggests that under counting through the census is likely to be particularly marked amongst Nigerians and people from francophone African countries, Bangladeshis and people from Arab countries. The same research also found that these groups were less likely to register with primary health centres, so are also likely to be omitted from the ONS’ small area population estimates. The population of people born in these countries on the Aylesbury according to the 2011 census is 1,470 people; if these are significantly undercounted then there may be a further 200 to 500 people (or even more) living on the estate who are not recognised in official statistics.

Southwark’s records suggest that in March 2014, 84 per cent of Aylesbury residents were secure council tenants and 16 per cent were leaseholders or freeholders. It is not known how many of the leaseholders are sub-letting, however seven per cent of the residents survey respondents described themselves renting from private landlords.

Agencies and community representatives interviewed reported that the Aylesbury Estate is home to a rapidly changing community. It was noted that this has always been a feature of life on the estate – that its low popularity has meant that it has been at many times the “housing of last resort”, both for those being housed by the council because of homelessness or other urgent housing need, or for those looking for private rented housing through sub-letting from leaseholders, or less formal arrangements. The existence of illegal sub-letting was often mentioned in interviews, and although Southwark housing officers are making more regular tenancy checks, residents and other agencies believe the problem persists, although at a lower level than in the past.
As tenants are rehoused and leaseholders move away before demolition, increasing numbers of flats are being used by Southwark Council as temporary housing. This is introducing a new group of residents to the estate who will not expect to stay in the area in the long term.

Overcrowding on the estate is high. Census data suggests that in 2001 over 47 per cent of residents were living in homes with more than 1.5 people to a room, higher than the Southwark average of 30 per cent. 27 per cent of people interviewed for the residents survey reported that they had five or more people living in their homes, one household was home for 13 people. Agencies also reported instances of severe overcrowding, with rooms being partitioned and several adults sharing one room. The police described visiting a flat that was home for 17 Chinese labourers.

**Education and qualifications**

Many aspects of life on the estate have improved for residents since the start of the NDC programme. During the life of the NDC, crime and anti-social behaviour fell significantly and educational achievement rose. In 1999, only 17 per cent of young people living on the estate achieved five GCSEs at grade A to C, this rose to 68 per cent in 2008, just below the national average.

This improvement is seen to continue in more recent data for educational attainment (September 2013-August 2014). For the three LSOAs where data is available the number of pupils achieving KS4 5+ A*-C (including Maths and English), was 56.7 per cent (Southwark 015D), 64.7 per cent (Southwark 015C) and 75 per cent (Southwark 016C). This compares to 61.4 per cent for the borough as a whole, and 61.8 per cent across London.7

The census collects information on the qualifications held by individuals. They range from no qualifications through to NVQ Level 4 and above. Overall, Aylesbury Estate residents have lower qualification levels than the borough as a whole, however the data highlights a divide amongst residents, with concentrations of people with no qualifications and people with Level 4+ qualifications.

Census data also shows that there was a concentration of residents in low-skilled employment (generally manual work requiring no formal educational qualifications). Low skilled work is associated with precariousness and vulnerability which resonates with the evidence from this research. Agencies described the problem for residents as being one of poor quality work, rather than absolute unemployment, reporting that many residents are working in multiple jobs to make ends meet.
**Figure 10: Qualifications amongst residents**
Source: Census 2011
For map of LSOA, see figure 9, p. 10

**Figure 11: Occupations as proportion of total employment**
Source: Census 2011
For map of LSOA, see figure 9, p. 10
Economic activity and employment

Economic activity and inactivity is measured at the local area level by the 2011 census, Job Seekers Allowance (JSA) statistics can be used as a more up-to-date proxy for unemployment; JSA does not necessarily reflect the full nature of unemployment because of eligibility requirements.

Economic activity data highlights that at the time of the census, rates of economic activity were generally lower, and unemployment higher, than the Southwark average. Across the estate levels of unemployment were higher than that experienced across the borough. Rates of economic inactivity were also generally higher across the Aylesbury, with more residents looking after home or family. The LSOA area 16D, covering the north end of the estate and some surrounding streets shows a different pattern, here economic activity is slightly higher than the borough average.

Unemployment on the estate varies between different blocks, with the number of working age claimants being higher to the east of the estate. The map on the next page illustrates the working age claimant count for February 2014, just before Notting Hill Housing began work on the estate. Higher numbers are indicated by darker shades of purple.

In the two years between February 2012 and February 2014 long-term unemployment (for over a year) increased.

Across the estate the number of young people classified as NEETs (not in employment, education or training) is very low, with data from Southwark from early 2015 reporting three individuals NEET who had only recently become so. The situation of some 41 young residents of the estate was not known at the time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Economically active (%)</strong></td>
<td>67.3</td>
<td>65.8</td>
<td>63.8</td>
<td>71.5</td>
<td>65.9</td>
<td>73.5</td>
<td>73.0</td>
<td>71.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In employment (%)</strong></td>
<td>49.8</td>
<td>48.7</td>
<td>51.5</td>
<td>54.4</td>
<td>51.8</td>
<td>60.4</td>
<td>62.0</td>
<td>62.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unemployed (%)</strong></td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Economically inactive</strong></td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>34.2</td>
<td>36.2</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>28.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 12: Economic activity and inactivity*

Source: Census 2011

For map of LSOAs, see figure 9, p10
Figure 13: Numbers of working age benefit claimants, February 2014
Blue line indicates the boundary of the Aylesbury Estate
Source: Working age claimants for small areas statistics (NOMIS)

Figure 14: Total claimants, number of long-term unemployed (over one year) (count)
Source: Benefits claimants for small areas (NOMIS)
Income

Residents’ incomes are low and many households are living in poverty. 39 per cent of people interviewed in the residents survey had a household income of between £7,001 and £14,000 a year, for 11 per annual household income was less than £7,000.

The residents survey asked whether residents earning less than £21,000 a year earned less than the London Living Wage per hour, but only 14 per cent said yes. Response rates for this question were low, 68 people refused to answer the question and 212 said they did not know the answer, possibly because their working patterns are so unpredictable, or possibly because they did not want to share information about their income with a stranger.

GLA data from 2012/13 illustrates that annual household income is below the Southwark average across the estate, however none of the six LSOAs are the lowest in the Borough.

A 2013 snapshot on low income families from HMRC shows that there are more children aged under 16 living in low income families (ranging from 29.1 per cent to 44.8 per cent) than the borough average of 27.6 per cent. The comparable figure across London is 21.8 per cent.

Figure 15: Total mean and median household incomes (2012/13)
Source: Modelled household income estimates for small areas
**Deprivation**

The Index of Multiple Deprivation (IMD) 2010, constructed by ONS, shows that the geographical footprint of the Aylesbury Estate falls within the second and third most deprived deciles of all UK areas - this means that it is not in the worst 10 per cent of local areas but sits just above this in relative rankings. Parts of the Aylesbury Estate are less deprived overall than areas to the east and north. Although census under-enumeration will have affected this, and some poverty and deprivation will therefore be under counted, there is no reason to believe that this will be higher on the Aylesbury Estate than in the surrounding areas.

The IMD is broken down into different topics. The Aylesbury scores poorly on the “living environment” (lowest ranking: 1631/highest 7590) and “barriers to housing and services” (lowest ranking: 1808/ highest 3815) measurements. In some IMD domains, such as “health and disability” and “education, skills and training” the estate fares better, scoring around the national average.

![Figure 16: Main image: Map showing IMD 2010 scores of the Aylesbury Estate and surrounding areas: darker red indicates more profound deprivation. Blue line indicates the boundary of the Aylesbury Estate. Source: OpenDataCommunities.org 2010 Deprivation mapper](image-url)
The residents survey results have been benchmarked against what would be expected in similar areas. This approach has been developed by Social Life to help understand how areas are faring. It enables a prediction to be made of how residents are likely to feel about their neighbourhoods, their sense of belonging, their fear of crime, their wellbeing, and their relationships with their neighbours and between different groups living in an area. This can then be compared to data about residents’ perceptions, to understand how these differ from what would be expected in comparable areas.

These community dynamics indicators are central to understanding social sustainability at the local level. This approach uses data that is openly available, from government and research councils’ national surveys including the Understanding Society Survey, the Citizenship Survey, the Crime Survey England & Wales, and Taking Part. These all ask questions about residents’ perceptions of the places they live in.

The sample sizes of these surveys are not large enough to disaggregate responses directly to small local areas. However, it is possible to match this data to small areas using two analytic tools that have been developed by ONS: Output Area Classifications (OACs) and the Index of Multiple Deprivation (IMD). These enable us to see how residents of small areas are likely to feel and to compare

Figure 17: The Aylesbury Estate social sustainability score
data about residents perceptions to “comparable areas”. This is predicitve data, not a robust portrait of the neighbourhood.

Comparing the results of the Aylesbury residents survey with comparable areas (using OAC and IMD classifications) and the UK average reveals that residents overall have more positive attitudes to their neighbourhood than would be expected. Their wellbeing is higher than the London and UK averages. However, their sense of influence is lower than would be expected, and they are less likely to take part in voluntary work. Perceptions of crime are more negative than the national average, but similar to comparable areas.


---

**Comparisons of key sustainability indicators**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>% Aylesbury Estate</th>
<th>% comparable area</th>
<th>% difference: Aylesbury Estate &amp; comparable area</th>
<th>% difference: Aylesbury Estate &amp; UK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied with local area as a place to live</td>
<td>89.0%</td>
<td>75.6%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan to remain a resident for a number of years</td>
<td>90.0%</td>
<td>51.2%</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belong to this neighbourhood</td>
<td>89.1%</td>
<td>60.8%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can go to someone in the neighbourhood for advice</td>
<td>49.2%</td>
<td>44.9%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borrow things from my neighbours</td>
<td>23.9%</td>
<td>34.5%</td>
<td>-11%</td>
<td>-16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regularly stop and talk with people in the neighbourhood</td>
<td>66.4%</td>
<td>55.8%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>-3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willing to work with others to improve my neighbourhood</td>
<td>87.6%</td>
<td>68.0%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The friendships and associations in my neighbourhood mean a lot to me</td>
<td>82.1%</td>
<td>52.5%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People from different backgrounds get on well together</td>
<td>94.2%</td>
<td>74.1%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residents respect ethnic differences between people</td>
<td>94.7%</td>
<td>86.4%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managing financially: “doing alright” or “living comfortably” *</td>
<td>83.2%</td>
<td>36.2%</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feel safe walking alone after dark</td>
<td>64.6%</td>
<td>63.7%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>-10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feel safe walking alone during the day</td>
<td>94.9%</td>
<td>95.5%</td>
<td>-1%</td>
<td>-3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perception crime is lower than elsewhere</td>
<td>32.6%</td>
<td>32.2%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>-22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can influence decisions affecting local area</td>
<td>33.6%</td>
<td>42.7%</td>
<td>-9%</td>
<td>-5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People pull together to improve the neighbourhood</td>
<td>85.4%</td>
<td>54.5%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have taken action to improve your local area</td>
<td>12.7%</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have done voluntary work in the last year</td>
<td>6.2%</td>
<td>18.1%</td>
<td>-12%</td>
<td>-16%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Getting by**

**Safety**

**Influence & control**

**Health & wellbeing**

* this response needs further exploration in the future, given the very low incomes of many households

All comparable areas are OAC or IMD scores, except for wellbeing which is compared to London. Red indicates lower than expected for comparable areas; green higher than expected for comparable areas. All results have been tested for statistical significance. Those marked grey are not significant results.

Figure 18: Key social sustainability indicators, Aylesbury residents survey results versus comparable areas
Residents and agencies reported that people living on the estate often feel powerless and that they have little control over what happens in the area, both now and in the future. There was a strong consensus on this. Some agencies stated that they believed that this was typical of comparable areas, however the survey results suggest that residents’ sense of influence is lower than would be expected in similar places.

Negative views about control often related to poor experiences with repairs and maintenance. Many residents described an adversarial relationship with the council, some stated their belief that repairs are slow, the regeneration process is not transparent, residents are not listened to, and the estate is run down. A minority suggested that the Aylesbury has been allowed to become more run down to justify the regeneration.

However others could give specific examples of instances where they had made an impact, or believed that their control and influence has increased. Some residents have been very active in the regeneration process, some for more than a decade, and told of positive experiences and the satisfaction of being involved in this work.

Various explanations were offered about why residents did not feel involved. These included language barriers (and not enough availability of translated materials or interpreters), or barriers connected to social class and low confidence in dealing with institutions and formal processes. Apathy, the length of time the regeneration process has lasted, a lack of trust in the council and to a lesser extent, Notting Hill Housing, and a belief that decisions had already been taken were also cited. Some longer-standing residents referred to the 2001 vote against stock transfer.

Residents voiced many misunderstandings of what is currently being promised. There was a lot of reliance on word-of-mouth communication and local mythologies rather than information provided through agencies. Official communications were often received with distrust, while information passed through word of mouth often had more credibility. One council officer described information flows through complex social networks as “a cobweb situation”. Some agencies also voiced questions about the regeneration, and whether current plans would be realised.

“Voice & Influence” explores the extent to which residents feel they have control over the environment in which they live, either through taking part in formal groups or forums, or more informal social activities or activism. It captures how residents are involved in local groups and volunteering, how they take action to improve their area, as well as whether they feel that agencies and institutions respond to residents’ day-to-day issues and problems.
The survey also asked residents about their participation in local groups. Involvement in local community or neighbourhood groups were the most frequent response (this could include TRAs or Creation Trust meetings). Religious groups, and groups for children or young people were the next most common answers. People interviewed identified the absence of a community hub with meeting places and a social space as a barrier to people setting up or participating in local groups. Residents reported that there were few places to go to meet others. The small number of formalised social spaces may also be part of the explanation for the reliance on word-of-mouth communication for information, as there are few places where agencies or community activists can disseminate information or meet residents face to face.

Residents were unclear whether their views were influencing the regeneration. Those who believed they had a voice tended to link this to their approval of the changes they can already see, those who felt unheard voiced criticisms of engagement processes.

Only 40 per cent of residents gave a view about whether they felt they were being listened to in the regeneration process; the majority of people who voiced an opinion felt they were not being listened to. For some, negative views were associated with their wider opposition to the regeneration plans.

The residents survey found that:

- Aylesbury residents reported lower than expected feelings of influence than residents of comparable areas. When analysed by tenure and development phase, only L&Q residents and residents of the red brick blocks emerged as having higher feelings of influence than comparable areas.
- Residents were less likely to take part in voluntary work than would be expected, although they were more likely to have taken action to improve the area.
- The most common action taken to improve the local environment was to contact the council.
- Residents of the red brick blocks were most likely to feel they can influence local decisions, but conversely less likely to feel they were listened to in the regeneration of the estate. Residents of the concrete blocks reported the opposite, that they felt less able to influence local decisions but that their views about the regeneration were more likely to be listened to.
- When the results were analysed by tenure, homeowners and housing association tenants emerged as feeling most influential, both in the neighbourhood and within the regeneration process. Private renters reported the lowest sense of influence, perhaps unsurprising given that they have no legal relationship to the council.
Figure 19: Voice and influence, attitudes and actions, by tenure
Number of responses vary by question, from 138 to 346. Average responses to question = 266
Number of responses for comparable area = 110 to 1,860

Figure 20: Voice and influence, attitudes and actions, by development phase
Number of responses vary by question, from 153 to 356. Average responses to question = 276
Number of responses for comparable area = 110 to 1,860

* “Pre 2010 Aylesbury” refers to all the homes built before 2010. This includes the concrete blocks, and the red brick blocks.
Figure 21: Residents’ actions to improve the neighbourhood  
*Number of responses = 358*

- Contacted the council: 222 responses
- Joined a local residents’ group or attended a neighbourhood forum: 7 responses
- Contacted a local councillor or MP: 6 responses
- Attended a protest meeting or joined a campaign / action group: 5 responses
- Commented on the internet such as a local forum, website or blog: 4 responses
- Talked to / written to a sporting or cultural facility directly: 3 responses
- Helped organise a petition: 3 responses
- Contacted a local radio station, television station or newspaper: 3 responses

Figure 22: Residents who participated in groups, by activity  
*Number of responses = 47*

- Local community or neighbourhood groups: 10 responses
- Groups for children or young people: 7 responses
- Religious groups, including going to a place of worship or belonging to a religious group: 7 responses
- Sports / exercise groups including taking part, coaching or going to watch: 6 responses
- Creative activity, including arts groups: 6 responses
- Adult education groups: 7 responses
- Groups for older people: 7 responses
- Environmental groups: 7 responses
- Health, disability and welfare groups: 6 responses
- Trade union groups: 3 responses
Figure 23: Do you feel that your views are being listened to in the regeneration of the Aylesbury Estate?
Number of responses = 350
Amenities and Social Infrastructure

“Amenities & Social Infrastructure” captures the services and the physical structures that are needed to support individual wellbeing and collective community activities, as well as local social life. It includes services such as health and education, transport and parks, as well as the impact of the design of the physical environment.

The overall assessment of “amenities and social infrastructure” is mixed. The physical condition of the estate, and the lack of community spaces and infrastructure, is not supportive of residents’ individual and collective wellbeing. However transport, schools, health services and the nearby parks are all strong local assets.

The residents survey asked about what contributed most to residents’ quality of life. The four factors that were mentioned most frequently were “transport or ease of getting around”, “shops and East Street Market”, the “park, outdoor space or green space”, and “schools”. Residents report that they are more satisfied with the local area as a place to live than others living in comparable places.

Transport links are good, to the centre of London and to other parts of south London. Health services, schools and childcare, transport and local parks are all perceived very positively, the majority of services are responding well to the complex needs of the estate’s residents. Burgess Park, since its redesign in 2012, is almost universally seen as an asset for all ages. The Creation Trust, the successor body to the NDC, provides employment services and a wide range of activities and support for the community. Some third sector organisations active on the estate have closed or declined after the ending of NDC funding.

There is a lack of community space and facilities on the estate, considering the size of the population. Spaces for particular groups that used to be funded through the NDC no longer exist, and the Amersham Hall, the former social centre of the estate, was demolished in 2007. There are some well used, informal social spaces, including the roof of one block, which is popular with young people; corridors and walkways outside flats; and local takeaways, which are particularly important to children and young people coming out of school. For many residents, the good transport links to specific social centres are important; the proximity to Peckham is important to people from the Nigerian community, the bus routes to the Elephant and Castle’s markets, traders and social spaces to Latin Americans.

Residents frequently commented on the poor external condition of the estate, although they almost unanimously praised the internal size and designs of their homes. The most common problem cited was the heating system, often reported to have failed for significant lengths of time, in some cases months.
The lifts and dark stairwells were described as badly designed, and potential magnets for anti-social intimidating behaviour.

Open spaces on the estate tend to be ambiguous in purpose and poorly used. Linkages between spaces are confusing and sometimes end abruptly, often because of past efforts to improve safety by blocking alleyways and short cuts. The layout of the estate and the numbering of blocks can be bewildering for visitors, this was mentioned as a problem by GPs doing home visits. Some outside areas (including play areas) can feel intimidating, especially those close to empty undercrofts. These are now fenced off but were originally designed for parking. There were frequent reports from residents and agencies of homeless people sleeping in car parks, stairs and corridors.

Residents have made some efforts to reshape the external environment, and there are some lush balconies and gardens, occasional examples of carefully executed public art and graffiti, and a flourishing but small community garden.

Many residents were conscious of how the estate was perceived by people who do not live in the area. Several interviewees spoke about how they value the inside of their homes and other positive features of life on the estate; whilst recognising the estate’s negative reputation, describing how they resented or felt ashamed of this. Some residents of the red brick blocks reported that their homes did not suffer the aesthetic or maintenance issues that plague the 1970s slab blocks, but were still stigmatised as part of the estate.

The police, and some residents, were concerned about the impact of the increasing number of empty blocks and flats on safety, reporting that some local crime was increasing. Their concern was that empty unobserved spaces could attract criminal activity.
Figure 25: An asset map of the Aylesbury Estate. Blue line indicates the boundary of the Aylesbury Estate.

Parks, gardens, playgrounds, and sport facilities
1. Art in the Park
2. Burgess Park Adventure Playground
3. Surrey Square Park
4. Faraday Gardens
5. Chumleigh Gardens
6. Southwark Tigers Rugby Club
7. Burgess Park BMX
8. Lynn Boxing Academy
9. Burgess Park outdoor gym
10. Southwark Tennis Club
11. Informal community meeting space
12. Dawes Street playground & MUGA
13. Thurlow Street MUGA
14. Small MUGA
15. Young children’s play space
16. Informal play space
17. Benches
18. Playground
19. Aylesbury outdoor gym

Faith and religious
20. St Peters Church of England
21. Pembroke House Community Garden
22. Pembroke House Church and Community Centre
23. St Johns Walworth Church
24. Old Kent Road Mosque and Islamic Centre
25. Walworth Methodist Church
26. East Street Baptist Church

Education
27. Michael Faraday Primary School
28. Walworth Academy
29. Surrey Square Junior School
30. Sacred Heart RC Secondary School
31. Saint John’s Walworth Church
32. Dyason pre-school

Early years
33. Tykes Corner Nursery
34. Aylesbury Early Years Centre
35. Burgess Park Nursery

Food, shops, and markets
36. Aylesbury Health Centre
37. Aylesbury Medical Centre
38. Villa Medical Centre

Community facilities
39. Creation Trust
40. InSpire at the Crypt at St Peter’s
41. Thurlow Lodge Community Hall
42. Golden Oldies Community Care Project
43. Informal outdoor meeting place
44. Informal meeting place for young people
45. Southwark Community Resource
46. Community garden
47. 2Inspire: youth training and arts
48. SE17 Working Programme Centre
49. Wells Way Pop Up

Safety
50. Walworth Police Station
51. London Store – safe house
52. East Street Library – safe house
53. Safe route
54. CCTV
55. CCTV
The residents survey found that:

- Overall, satisfaction with facilities was higher among people living in the red brick blocks and the new L&Q housing than the 1970s system-built concrete blocks.
- Housing association tenants - the relatively small numbers living in the new L&Q blocks - were more satisfied with facilities than people living in other tenures.
- Council tenants tended to be fairly satisfied overall with local facilities, except for housing choices and provision for older children and young people. Overall, homeowners expressed the lowest satisfaction with services and facilities out of all the tenure groups.

Figure 26: What three factors contribute most to your quality of life?
Number of responses = 333
Figure 27: Satisfaction with facilities by tenure
Number of responses vary by question, from 341 to 66. Average responses to question = 179

Figure 28: Satisfaction with facilities by development phase
Number of responses vary by question, from 341 to 66. Average responses to question = 179

* "Pre 2010 Aylesbury" refers to all the homes built before 2010. This includes the concrete blocks, and the red brick blocks.
Social and Cultural Life

“Social & Cultural Life” describes how residents feel about their life in an area. This includes their wellbeing, whether people feel they belong in the area, fear of crime, and relationships with neighbours and between different groups.

The Aylesbury was described by some individuals as having a supportive community, and simultaneously by others as having lost a level of community solidarity that was evident in the past. In part this is simply because different groups hold particular views. For those who felt the loss over time - often older or long-standing residents - change for the worse was frequently associated with different groups moving into the estate. However others, including newer residents, reported strong if low-key neighbourly interactions, and acceptance of newcomers. These often revolved around the corridors, walkways or discrete parts of blocks. For people arriving on the estate from difficult and traumatic circumstances, the social solidarity and acceptance was reported to be a welcome respite from their difficult lives.

Newer residents are bringing their own sense of “community”, and neighbourliness to the estate. This was recognised by some long-standing residents who simultaneously described the estate as neighbourly and welcoming, particularly to newly arrived residents, yet also articulated a sense of loss because of the extent of change.

Interviews with residents and agencies revealed a variety of perspectives about the Aylesbury Estate’s sense of community. Most reported that there is a sense of community, if not a strong one. However, there was a significant minority that believed there was little or no sense of community on the estate, or that this is now less than in the past.

Residents overall reported high levels of belonging, and relationships were generally good between people from different ethnic and social backgrounds, and different tenures. This is relatively recent - some residents described overt racism as recently as the late 1990s. A small number of interviewees said that they felt uncomfortable with different groups for various reasons, a small minority of both white and black residents voiced prejudiced views.

In the new L&Q homes, different tenures are generally grouped together within blocks. This is different to the rest of the estate, where leaseholder flats are distributed randomly as a consequence of individual tenants’ decisions to exercise their right to buy. L&Q residents reported less mixing across tenures. However former council tenants rehoused in L&Q properties reported, with appreciation, that their social relationships had survived rehousing because their new flats are close to the neighbours they had before they moved.

In recent years, two demographic trends were described: on one hand increasing poverty and transience, and on the other increased...
polarisation around social class, reflecting wider changes in the neighbourhood, including the sale of the Church Commissioners housing adjacent to the estate to new landlords letting homes on significantly higher rents.

There was a strong consensus among residents and agencies that the Aylesbury Estate is no longer a dangerous place, and that crime is far lower on the estate than the public tend to believe. In the residents survey fear of crime was similar to comparable areas, but higher than the national average. For a minority of the estate’s residents, however, particularly those who are most marginalised and living in the least secure housing, the estate can be a hostile place to live.

Overall, wellbeing is higher than in the rest of London, and in comparable areas. The residents survey used the short Warwick Edinburgh Mental Wellbeing Scale to understand levels of wellbeing on the estate. Southwark & Lambeth’s public health team used the same scale in residents surveys carried out in 2012 to 2013 to explore wellbeing across the two boroughs. The Southwark average score was 27.3, slightly higher than the average response in the Aylesbury residents survey of 26.6 (scores higher than 25 indicate higher reports of wellbeing).

In general, residents are happy with the area as a place to live. However, the negative portrayal of the estate in the past - in different films, TV series, and in the Channel 4 ident - is resented by residents, and some have internalised this, leading to feelings of shame. However, when asked in the residents survey how they described the area they live, nearly 70 per cent said that they would tell others that they live on the Aylesbury Estate, suggesting that the stigma is not as great as some suggest.

“*It’s where I’ve lived all my life. I know my neighbours, I feel at home*”

white British woman in her 60s, L&Q tenant

Do you feel safe?

“*Yes most of the time. Depending on what the season is. Winter is more dark. There are people in the blocks smoking*”

Asian British in 20s, Chiltern

Figure 29: Mural on the exterior of a shop on the edge of the estate
The residents survey found that:

- Generally residents were happy with the area as a place to live. Satisfaction with the area was lower among council tenants and highest among housing association tenants, home owners, people living in the red brick blocks, and people living in new L&Q homes. However all tenures, and types of housing, had a higher level of satisfaction with the area than comparable areas.
- Overall, neighbourliness, belonging and community cohesion were higher than in comparable areas.
- Neighbourliness was broadly similar across tenures, and different phases of the estate, but slightly higher among housing association tenants, and weaker among private tenants. For the majority of neighbourliness questions, scores were higher than comparable areas for all tenures and phases.
- Residents living in L&Q homes and those living in the red brick blocks were more likely than those living in the concrete blocks to say that they planned to remain resident in the neighbourhood for a number of years, and that they felt they belonged to the neighbourhood. Private renters were least likely to give positive answers to these questions, although their responses were still relatively high, above the score for the comparable area.
- Homeowners, private renters, L&Q residents and people living in the red brick blocks were more likely to feel positive about community cohesion than other residents. Council tenants and people living in the concrete blocks were least confident about good relationships between different backgrounds, although overall their responses are not low.
- Perceptions of safety were similar to comparable areas, but lower than the UK average.
- Council tenants felt less safe than others after dark and are least likely to believe that crime on the Aylesbury is lower than in other areas. People renting from L&Q felt safest in all dimensions, possibly reflecting their location on the edge of the estate close to transport routes.
- Residents on the Aylesbury reported higher wellbeing than both the London and comparable area average.
- Wellbeing was highest among housing association tenants and private tenants. It was lowest among council tenants.
- The residents survey also asked about residents’ satisfaction with their lives. This question is often regarded as a useful proxy for overall wellbeing. The majority of people reported that they were mostly satisfied with their lives, higher than in comparable areas.
Figure 30: Percentage of residents satisfied with the area as a place to live, by tenure and development phase
Number of responses = 344 and 355
Number of responses for comparable area = 119 to 800

Figure 31: How residents of the Aylesbury estate describe the place they live
Number of responses: 356

* "Pre 2010 Aylesbury" refers to all the homes built before 2010. This includes the concrete blocks, and the red brick blocks.
Figure 32: Residents’ attitudes to their neighbourhood and neighbours, by tenure
Number of responses vary by question, from 354 to 323. Average responses to question = 343
Number of responses for comparable area = 66 to 800

Figure 33: Residents’ attitudes to their neighbourhood and neighbours, by development phase
Number of responses to residents survey varies by question, from 354 to 323. Average responses to question = 343.
Number of responses for comparable area = 66 to 800

* “Pre 2010 Aylesbury” refers to all the homes built before 2010. This includes the concrete blocks, and the red brick blocks.
Figure 34: Warwick-Edinburgh wellbeing scores, by tenure
Number of responses =335 residents survey, 416 Southwark survey
Scores have been converted from raw to metric scores

Figure 35: Perceptions of crime, by tenure (top) and development phase (bottom)
Number of responses vary by question, from 355 to 180. Average responses to question = 253
Number of responses for comparable area = 5,704 to 7,851

* “Pre 2010 Aylesbury” refers to all the homes built before 2010. This includes the concrete blocks, and the red brick blocks.
Adaptability and Resilience

“Adaptability & Resilience” are future facing, describing the capacities in individuals, and in the wider community and infrastructure, that enable residents to adapt to changing circumstances and to be resilient, to bounce back in the face of adversity.

Living on the Aylesbury Estate offers residents the benefit of a number of protective factors that can help them get by in the face of challenging life circumstances. These include the good public services, particularly health and education; good transport links to access work and wider support networks; the proximity of Burgess Park; social solidarity and tolerance between different groups; and neighbourly and often friendly relationships between people living in close proximity.

The population of the Aylesbury was frequently described as “resilient” by agencies and community stakeholders; this was associated with residents’ ability to get by in a difficult environment, and their ability to adapt to a new country or neighbourhood, sometimes after leaving, or even fleeing, harsh and dangerous circumstances.

A significant number of Aylesbury residents live on very low incomes, 53% of resident survey respondents who could, or were willing to, reveal their annual household income said that it was £14,000 or less. Many were reported to depend on the food banks in Peckham and near the Old Kent Road although it was not possible to estimate this number from this research. The residents survey asked “how well would you say you are managing financially these days?” and a similar question about paying housing costs. Two thirds of those surveyed reported that they were “doing alright” to both questions (fewer than 20 per cent stated that they were “living comfortably”). Four per cent said that they were struggling financially, finding it quite or very difficult. The numbers of people giving positive answers is higher than in comparable areas, and higher than anecdotal evidence suggests. It is possible that residents felt that they could not give honest answers to this question, or that there are aspects of life on the Aylesbury that are helping people manage financially in spite of profound poverty.

The estate’s strong, but low-key, social networks appear to be helping to support people on very low incomes to manage their daily life. Conversations also unearthed evidence of informal support, of loans given by churches, shopkeepers, and friends and family to tide people over. These transactions create networks of co-dependency that can help people manage circumstances that might otherwise be unbearable.

The key issue undermining residents’ economic resilience is poor quality - low paid or insecure - work rather than complete unemployment, although this is a problem for some. Agencies described low skills and confidence, and high unmet need for English language lessons.
Many residents were reported to be working in more than one job, often informally, for example painting and decorating, cooking, baking or selling scrap metal. Language barriers could limit work choices. Those managing the difficulties of informal housing arrangements may also be dealing with the uncertainty of informal employment - both make individuals vulnerable to exploitation.

Local businesses, especially retailers and traders, are feeling the impact of local demographic changes and a shifting customer base. East St Market traders and local convenience shop owners reported that they felt under threat. The emptying of the Heygate Estate had reduced their customer numbers; Westmoreland Road shops reported that the new L&Q residents were not using local shops as much as former residents had in the past.

The main vulnerability facing Aylesbury residents is poverty and the difficulties of depending on poor quality, insecure work. More people than the average are dealing with mental health problems, and residents can also be affected by the stress of insecure, sometimes not legal, relationships with landlords and employers. A small group of people living on the estate are extremely vulnerable, sleeping in corridors, undercroft, car parks and stairwells.

Uncertainties raised by the regeneration plans can cause stress and anxiety, and certain aspects of navigating the changes are reported to be particularly bewildering. Finding housing through Southwark Homeseach, the borough’s choice-based lettings system, can be confusing and anxious for some, although other residents that had done this successfully reported a smooth rehousing process.

One service provider cited the most vulnerable people as West Africans with no rights to stay, constantly battling deportation,

“In the 1980s and 1990s if I could have prescribed one thing apart from medicines, it would have been work. Now I would prescribe housing”

local GP

Figure 36: Flowers on a balcony
moving from one place to another, often sleeping on sofas. Women in their 30s and 40s with no children were also described as precarious, finding it more difficult than mothers with children to call on community support. Young people can also be vulnerable in a difficult environment and can be pressurised to take part in risky activities. Some long-standing older residents were identified as being vulnerable in the face of change, this includes the white population but also older people from Somalia and West Africa.

Different communities were described as having different strengths and weaknesses. Latin Americans were portrayed as entrepreneurial, but quite isolated. The Nigerian community was seen as being strong with networks and support services based in Peckham. Eastern Europeans who speak English are believed to do well, those who do not may have a more precarious experience. Chinese labourers, usually single men, were identified as a group that were more likely to be living in appalling conditions, living very different lives to the growing number of stable Chinese families on the estate.

Residents reported, and agencies confirmed, that the Aylesbury Estate is largely a place that welcomes and absorbs new groups with relative ease. One service provider described how the estate had become more benign as a result of changing migration patterns, how families from Africa and China were setting high expectations for their children at school and enforcing social control through family networks. Some residents however believed the opposite, that changing demographics were undermining social norms and social bonds.

The new feature of demographic change is in the social class and incomes of people living on and around the estate. The areas adjacent to the estate are becoming more affluent, and this trend will increasingly affect the estate itself as the regeneration programme rolls out and more residents pay market prices for their homes. Residents are aware of this and many voice concerns that the neighbourhood, in the future, will not be “for them”.

The residents survey found that:

- When asked about how well they are managing financially, and how well they are managing to pay their housing costs, a minority said they were living comfortably, the majority (around two thirds of those who answered the question) said they were “doing alright”. This is high considering the low household incomes people are living on, and scores are above those that would be expected for comparable areas.
- When answers were analysed by tenure, council tenants reported most financial strain, especially in managing their housing costs.
- When analysed by development phase, residents of L&Q homes and the red brick blocks reported feeling more financially stable than the concrete blocks. Anxieties were highest about housing costs.
Figure 37: Positive responses to “How well are you managing financially these days?” and “How well are you managing with paying for your housing costs these days?”, by tenure

Number of responses (tenure) = 339
Number of responses for comparable area = 1,054 (no comparable area data available for housing costs question)

* “Pre 2010 Aylesbury” refers to all the homes built before 2010. This includes the concrete blocks, and the red brick blocks.

Figure 38: Positive responses to “How well are you managing financially these days?” and “How well are you managing with paying for your housing costs these days?”, by development phase

Number of response (development phase) = 338
Number of responses for comparable area = 1,054 (no comparable area data available for housing costs question)
Figure 39: Residents’ responses to “How well would you say you yourself are managing financially these days?”
Number of responses = 351

Figure 40: Residents’ responses to “How well would you say you yourself are managing with paying for your housing costs these days?”
Number of responses = 350
The residents survey asked for views about the regeneration of the Aylesbury, although this was not the primary aim of this research. 46 per cent of the total were in favour, six per cent gave negative views and the remainder said they “don’t know”. Of those who voiced a clear opinion, the majority were in favour.

Positive views were sometimes accompanied by frustration that change had taken so long, and relief that problems like security and vermin would be tackled.

Negative concerns included a wish to refurbish rather than demolish and concerns about affordability and rehousing.

Those who did not give an opinion often voiced a lack of clarity about the regeneration plans, and a lack of knowledge about future plans for the estate.

The street interviews were unstructured and asked very open questions, allowing residents to set the agenda for discussions. If an issue was not mentioned by a resident, it was not pursued. Only a minority of interviewees - about 20 per cent - spontaneously raised the issues of regeneration. Of these, eight people were positive, six were negative and three neutral or ambivalent about the changes.

Several young people voiced particular concerns about the regeneration. Their central concern was what relocation would mean for their friendships and friendship groups. Young people do not have the freedoms or resources to stay in contact with friends if they move away, and they were fearful about what moving could mean. Their other apprehension was what this would mean for their education and school life. However, some young people welcomed the change to the grey appearance of their homes.

Focus groups and discussions also explored attitudes towards regeneration, and in these many residents articulated anxieties about whether the homes that were built through the regeneration would be “for them”. The most common sentiment voiced was a sense of inevitability, and overall support for demolition and rebuilding, given the conditions of the buildings. Residents who had seen inside the L&Q flats or Notting Hill Housing flats in other areas generally liked them (although some had reservations about the open plan layout).
Figure 41: Residents’ responses to “From what you know about the plans for regeneration of the estate, what do you think about them?”
Number of responses = 264
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This report was prepared by Social Life.

Social Life was established in 2012 by The Young Foundation, and is now based in Elephant & Castle. All our work is about the relationship between people and places.
Number of homeless families being moved from local area doubles in five years

Jimmy Nsubuga for Metro.co.uk
Monday 9 Oct 2017 12:01 am

The number of homeless families being moved away from their local area has increased by 59% in last five years, according to a new report.

Councils are relocating tenants in temporary accommodation that is further away due to rising rental costs, the study from BBC Radio 5 live’s Afternoon Edition revealed.

Cllr Martin Tett, the Local Government Association’s Housing spokesperson, said: ‘Councils want to end homelessness by preventing it happening in the first place, but these findings reveal the challenges for communities as housing in their area becomes unaffordable.

‘While it is encouraging that the government has indicated it will
The number of homeless households (one person, a couple or a family) being moved jumped from 10,651 in 2012/13 to 16,914 in 2016/17.

The London Borough of Southwark came at the top of the list of the councils who responded to Freedom of Information (FOI) request with 1,143 households being relocated.

The London Boroughs of Harrow and Ealing also revealed they had moved people as far as Birmingham and Glasgow.

MORE: Woman charged after trying to climb gates of Buckingham Palace
But the problem doesn’t only affect people in London.

The report also found councils outside the capital in places such as South Derbyshire and Trafford were being forced to do the same.

FOI requests were sent to 383 authorities across the UK, with 267 providing figures.

The authorities said some of the people who were relocated included those who were at risk from domestic violence and registered sex offenders who could not stay in the area.

Temporary accommodation for homeless households, includes a self-contained flat, a room in an emergency hostel or B&B.

You can listen to the full report on BBC Radio 5 live’s Afternoon Edition at 13:00 today (October 9).

MORE: Sexual predators lured to join Isis with promise of rape and slavery

MORE: Students went out in hi-vis vests saying ‘I love rape’ and ‘F*** the Syrians’
The application seeks to deliver a revised tenure mix across the six plots of the FDS. The main principles of the consented scheme and the AAP are delivered within the S73 Amendment with mixed tenure accommodation along the park edge facing onto Albany Road. As shown on the following 3D diagram, the tenure mix along the park edge has become more varied with increased amounts of affordable housing including Shared Ownership along the park edge.

The impact of the tenure change has resulted in minor amendments to some of the internal layouts. The internal party walls have had to move and the floor area of the block has increased marginally to accommodate the extra space required and to deliver AAP target area compliant dwellings.
“We’re seeing a real shortage in supply of affordable temporary accommodation and it is becoming increasingly difficult to find any places in Southwark,” cabinet member for housing said.

Southwark Council spent over £10m on temporary accommodation for people threatened with homelessness last year, Becky Morton writes...

The increasing numbers facing homelessness combined with a shortage of affordable housing means the cost of temporary accommodation has been steadily growing.
accommodation. On its website Southwark Council admits people may need to stay in temporary accommodation for over a year due to the shortage of social housing.

Councils have a duty to provide housing for those faced with losing their home who are "priority need", including families, pregnant women, and vulnerable individuals.

The Aylesbury Estate: one site where empty homes have been used for temporary accommodation

People may be placed in temporary accommodation whilst a homelessness application is processed or until more suitable housing becomes available.

Housing may be run by the council or a private landlord and could be a flat, hostel or bed and breakfast. However, a shortage of affordable housing means Southwark Council is increasingly being forced to use expensive B&Bs to meet demand.

Over £9m of council spending on temporary accommodation last year was on B&Bs.

Government guidance states councils should avoid using B&Bs except in an emergency, when people should be moved to more suitable housing as soon as possible. It stresses B&Bs are unsuitable for families as they often have shared facilities and limited space. By law they should not be placed there for more than six weeks. However, at the end of 2016, 165 families were living in B&Bs provided by Southwark Council for over the six-week limit.
Elizabeth Wyatt, a member of campaign group Housing Action Southwark and Lambeth (HASL), said: “These families have already endured the terrible experience of homelessness, but their nightmare continues with unsuitable temporary accommodation which impacts every aspect of their lives.

“At our last meeting one woman was in tears because of the stresses her family are facing in temporary accommodation in Mitcham. Her children’s long journey to school is negatively impacting on their education and well-being and the mother was struggling to attend her college classes as well.”

HASL said another case involved a family being moved to Croydon, with their young daughter facing a three hour round-trip to school. The girl was unable to attend weekend lessons in Spanish, which is spoken by her family, whilst her mother faced a longer and more expensive commute to work.

Councillor Stephanie Cryan, Southwark Council’s cabinet member for housing, said: “We’re seeing a real shortage in supply of affordable temporary accommodation and it is becoming increasingly difficult to find any places in Southwark.

“This is why, long term, we hope to reduce then cease to use B&B and private hostels and find more suitable temporary homes just outside the borough.”
She added: “However, we will provide a full support package to reduce disruption to people’s lives and will not be discharging our responsibility – we will be welcoming people back into the borough when we find a suitable permanent home.”